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Arrives Tomorrow

Chancellor To Visit SJS

r

IV DON DUGDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Dr. Glenn S. Durnke, California
State C o 1 leg e Chancellor, will
visit SJS tomorrow and Wednesday to discuss current issues facing the state college system with

faculty and students.
All students are invited to a
question and answer session with
Chancellor Dumke at 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Cafeteria A and B.
Possible topics include the quarter system, tuition in the state col-

19,200 Enroll
As ot noon Friday, 19,200 students had registered at SJS, according to Dr. Ralph R. Cummings,
associate dean of students, admissions and records.
This spring’s record high enrollment surpassed last spring’s enrollment of 19,024. Officials predict
that late registration could raise
the total enrollment to about
19,700.
Registration fees should be paid
on Thursday, from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. and from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
and on Friday from 8 a.m. to 4

p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Auditorium.
The last day to pay fees and
turn in registration packets is
Monday, Feb. 21, from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. A late turn-in fee of $5
will be charged to turn in registration packets after 4 p.m., Monday,
Feb. 21. The only exception will
be students who have classes which
meet only on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday evenings.
All students will pay a $5 late
fee after 8 p.m., Wednesday, Feb.
23. No registration packets will be
accepted after Feb. 24.

Council To Discuss
ASB Clean-Up Plan
?

Student Council con venes
Wednesday at 2:45 p.m. in the
College Union to consider a multitude of Issues, including ASB
Pres. John Hendricks’ legislative
house-cleaning plan.
The plan involves amendments
of several council acts and outright repeal of others.
At the last meeting of last semester, council approved Hendricks’ appointment of Steve Larson to graduate representative.
Larson, former ASB president,
vice president and representative,
replaced Richard Epstein, who was
ruled out of student government
by the ASB Judiciary.
Epstein was removed from
council when the Judiciary and
ASB Chief Justice Rich Corby
ruled Epstein could not hold office
because he had withdrawn from
school.
Larson’s appointment was the
sbcth last semester by Hendricks
to ASB elective offices. In No-

to schedule appointments with
individuals.
Accompanying him on his visit
will be Morgan Odele, special assistant to the chancellor, and Bob
Reardon, director of public relations, California state colleges.
A native of Green Bay, Wis.,
the chancellor has lived in California since 1923. He earned his
A.B. (1938) and M.A. (1939) at
Occidental College and his Ph.D. at
the University of California ill
1942.
He began his teaching career
in history at Occidental College
in 1940 and was advanced to full
professor in 1950.
The principal state college rep.
resentative in the Master nen
Stuvey team, Dr. Dumke was appointed vice chancellor for academic affairs of the state college
system in 1961 and chancellor on
April 5, 1962.

Tower Hall

Landscape Plans
Encounter Snag
Landscaping plans for Tower
Hall Square have received firm
schedule. Below, young Russell Gilbert Balfour,
support of college officials despite
TIME OUTThese pictures show calmer aspects
a future Golden Bear (?) helps his mother, Mrs.
a snag encountered in the State
of the semester’s registration jumble. In the fop
Judith Balfour, fill out one nf her five billion
Department of Finance.
photo, an SJS student takes a break from the
registration cards.
The project was originally schedlines and crowds in the Men’s Gym to plan his
uled for late spring.
A legislative analyst for the department charged earlier this
month that a 250-foot-long brick
walkway in the beautification
plans for the barren area surrounding the Tower and Morris
Dailey Auditorium will cost $10,000 too much.
Nathan Keller, the analyst, said
Breezing through a marathon Distinguished Scholar in Residence, his geodesic dome and a myriad
3% -hour lecture Thursday night, "briefed" his near-capacity audi- of other ideas.
R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS’ first ence on the theory and uses of
"If we’re going to have peace,"
Fuller said, "we must have a design revolution to take care of
everyone’s needs."
Photo by James Brescoll

vember the president named Bill
Clark and Jack Perkins to ASB
treasurer and senior representative
to replace Rick Trout and Katherine "J.J." Fraser. The latter
pair resigned, because they lacked
the required number of units to
constitutionally hold office.
Bob Nordeman was chosen junior representative to fill Clark’s
spot.
Former Sophomore Representative Dona Kennedy resigned in
November, and Hendricics appointed Bill Wright. In December
Graduate Representative Patty
Givens withdrew from school, and
the president named Chad Schneller to take her position.
In other action council allocated
$121 to the College Union Pmgram Board to send the Chess and
Bowling teruns to respective tournaments at Stanford University
’The SJS campus will grow by ted to it by Gov. Edmund G.
Thursday through. Saturday. The
6.7 acres, according to its Master Brown.
tourneys are sponsored by Asso- Plan, if the State Legislature apThe budget provides for an $18,ciation of College Unions.
proves the 1966-67 budget submit- 102,070 capital outlay for SJS in
1966-67, and a total appmpriation
of $178.8 million for the state
college system.
Almost half of the capital outlay funds for SJS would come from
non-state sources.
84.8 MILLION
The largest proposed expenditures in the SJS budget request
to be considered by the local in draft practices develop through- includes $4.R million in state
money arsi $1 million in federal
lx)ard for deferment as an under- out the country.
graduate, and 80 per cent as a
A spokesman for the Selective money for phase two of science
graduate student.
Service System said the current buikling No. 2; $3.9 million for
The tests used during the requirements that a student must planning and construction of resiKorean conflict were prepared by be taking a full-time course and dence halls; and $4,420,000 for
the College Testing Service at must have satisfactory standing construction of college union faPrinceton, N.J., an organization as determined by the institution cilities, to be financed by sources
other than state tax revenues.
that prepares academic tests for will continue in effect.
The request features a
schools throughout the country.
With about 1.8 million college
Students who did not want to students holding II-S deferments mended $2,102,300 for purcha.se of
take the test, when the testing now. Gen. Hershey said that he Property on which new SJS buildsystem was in use, could seek hoped there could be one or two ings would he constructed. The
deferment on the basis of their tests this fall and winter. Details plan incluties:
Purchase of last side frontage
standing in class.
of the new deferment system, he
between San Carlos and San AnStudents customarily could ex- said, will be released soon.
tonio Streets on South Fourth,
pect deferment if they were in
Increased draft calls are forecast
a new
the upper half of their college in view of administration plans the site for construction of
class at the end of the freshman t,o expand the size of the armed science hi slid ing.
Purchase of a section of the
year, the upper two-thirds at the forces and its apparent determinablock bounded by Ninth, San Ferend of the sophomore year and tion to avoid calling up reservists.
nando, 10th and San Antonio
the upper three-quarters at the
The draft call in recent months Streets for construction of a classend of the junior year.
reached a peak of 45,229 for De- room building.
I3ecause local boards use acaPurchase of the southerly seccember, The January call was
demic standing as "advisory" intion of the block bounded by Ninth,
formation arid are dependent upon 38,280, the Fehreary call is for
San Fernando, 10th and Santa
the availability of draft registrants 29,400 and the March levy is Clara Streets where parking gaa
in their communities, variations for 32.900.
me to hoese some 2,000 automotnies
piallnett

Bucky Fuller Briefs Audience
On Theory, Uses of Dome

Brown Budget Asks
$18 Million for SJS

Possible Draft Plan Changes May Result
In Induction of More College Students
More college students may be
drafted this year if recently annottnced plans go into effect.
Selective Service headquarters
announced Jan. 28 that tests and
class standing would be restored
as criteria for the deferment of
college students.
The Santa Clara County Selective Service Board emphasized,
however, that the plans are still
unofficial.
Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, national director said local boards
would begin using the academic
ratings In time for the next academic year. The draft law specifies, however, that the guidelines
arc not binding on the local
boards.
Gen. Hershey said the criteria
will be similar to those employed
during the Korean conflict.
Under that system college students were given a Selective Service college qtudifications test. A
score of 70 per cent was necessary

leges, new developments in student
health services, problems of library development and faculty pay
raises.
At 2:30 p.m. Wednesday the
chancellor will discuss these same
topics with faculty 1-aciabers in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Chancellor Dumke will also
speak briefly at the faculty meeting on prospects for salary increases this year and the UrnmhBurns Joint Legislative Study of
Higher Education.
Invited to the meeting are Student Council representatives, ASB
executive officers, department directors arid committee chairmen
and local news media.
During his stay on campus the
chancellor will also hold a press
conference, meet with the college
administrative staff and lunch with
the College Advisory Board.
Because of time limitations,
Chancellor Dumke will not be able

STABLE PAT’TERN
"Even now we don’t have
enough raw materials to go around.
Today’s buildings waste materials.
We must do more with less."
Fuller said his geodesic dome
"does more with less" because it
is based on the triangle which is
"the only stable pattern in the
universe."
The three triangle-based structures the tetrahedron, octohed"are the
ron and isoscehedron
only structures, period."
A cube, the basis of most buildings, is not a true structure because it is not stable by itself.
and needs tetrahedrons to support
it, Fuller declared.
Shunning a lectern prepared for
his talk, the 70-year-old dynamo
of an inventor, engineer, architect,
poet, mathematician, author, designer and innovator alternately
paced the Morris Dailey Auditorium stage and sat with legs
dangling from a low table.
AUDIENCE STAYS
He began his lecture at 8:15
p.m., and at a few minutes before
midnight most of the original audience was still chuckling at his
insight arid nodding at the revolutionary simplicity of him ideas.
Fuller was introduced by Clifford N. Swenson, president of the
Carl N. Swenson Co., a construction firm. Dr. Norman O. Gunderson, dean of the Division of Engineering, presided at the leetttre
and Pres. Robert D. Clark welcomed the audience and introduced
Swenson,

he wanted to klIOW why architects
Sasaki Walker Associates of San
Francisco couldn’t put the 40-footwide promenade over a sand base
instead of a concrete slab.

KELLER OBJECTS
Keller objected to the plans despite the fact that the total cost
of the landscaping, including the
concrete base, is within the $125,000 appropriated by the Legislature for the project.
As an alternative to the sandbased brick, he suggested a cement
slab promenade edged with brick.
A spokesman for Executive
Dean C. Grant Burton replied that
the concrete prevents the brick
from becoming uneven as the earth
slips, as would happen with sand.
Pres. Robert D. Clark issued a
statement Feb. 5 which quietly
but firmly reinforced SJS’ plans
to lay the walltway on concrete.
He sympathized with the department’s economy aims, but insisted
of the college is foreThree reserved parking areas the beauty
most.
for motorcycles are now available
ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
on streets near the SJS campus,
"The landscape architects for
as provided for in a resolution approved in December by the San the Tower Hall project were instructed to prepare a design that
Jose City Councll.
The resolution provides for park- was functional, attractive, and
ing at right angles to the curb within the budget approved by the
in marked areas on the west side Department of Finance. They
of Ninth Street near San Antonio have done that.
"To make the design attractive,
Street, on the east side of Fourth
Street near San Antonio Street, they have had to be austere with
and on the south side of San Fer- some parts of the plan. They have
saved money through extensive
nando Street at Eighth Street.
The right-angle parking pro- areas of lawn in order to acid qualvision is consistent with a new ity to the central approach to
state law requiring one wheel of the Tower.
"That is good management and
a parked motorcycle to touch the
can lead to good design."
curb.
Pres. Clark said he is pleased
"The new spaces have been made
necessary because motorcycles to note that Rus.sell Thompson of
have been parking between cars, the Finance Department and Kelon sidewalks, and in red zones," ler reportedly are not adamant
Joe Haseleman, San Jose Police on the issue.
of f icer, said.
PLANS APPROVED
Motorcycles parking between
(Keller said last week: "Frankcars hereafter will be cited, ac- ly, neither Thompson nor I feel
cowling to Haseleman.
so strongly about this that we’re
Crackdowns will also be made going to fight. If they come back
on jaywalking and walking on with a good answer, we’ll prob"don’t walk" sign.s, Haseleman ably say go ahead.")
says.
The landscaping plans have been
appnwed by the State College
Board of Trustees and t.he chartcellor’s staff. They now await final
Tickets for the Paganini Quar- approval by the State Department
tet performance are now on sale of Finance and the Department
for $2.50 at Building R. The per- of Public Works.
’The design calls for a fountain,
formance will be Friday, Feb. 25
a tree-studded 33/4acre expanse of
at 8:15 p.m. in Concert HalL
The event is sponsored try the lawn, and a brick arcade reminBeta Eta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha iscent of the former wings of
Sinfonia Fraternity of America Tower Hall, in addition to the
brick promenade.
iind SJS.

Motorcyclists
Get Spaces
For Parking

Paganini Quartet

Monday, February
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Hearty Group
Urges Love
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JERRY FORD

By CAROL CARD
Holiday plans including a 24-hour
"Make Love, Not War" picket were announced last night by spokesmen for the
a
Valentine Day Committee (VDC)
group of terribly hearty individuals who
often see red.
VDC leaders agreed it would be lovely
to march on the Oakland Amour Terminal
if heartless city councilmen would cut the
red tape laced with excuses.
Members schemed to their heart’s content to stage non-violent sit-ins at post
offices, candy sltops and florists to protest
the resumption of unreqttited love.

We Believe

Daily Cites Policy
Ever hear of spring fever?
lt- may seem early to mention this
annual plight, but we are retninded of
its forthcoming visit after stantling in
long lines waiting to register for the
new semester.
The beginning of a new semester
reqitires the renewal of policy and the
setting of standards for Spartan Daily
in its relationship to the college.
Although the Spartan Daily is the
end product of a working laboratory
for journalism students. the Daily was
established as a communications medium to the student body and faculty.
The Daily travels down one path
a path of concise, objective coserage
of news. We don’t claim to be perfect,
and we realize mistakes will be made
this semester.
However, we are pledged to presenting a clear, accurate and truthful picture of the news events at SJS.
Some of the issues overlapping into
this semester include the war in Viet
Nam, the new selective service test and
the closed door policy of Academic
Council.
On our editorial page, a variety of
opinions on student politics, college
programs, national and international
problems will be aired, with favoritism
showrn toward no party, movement or
philosophy.
During the semester, the editor will
present his views under the "We
Belie% e" heading. These editorials will
be unsigned and will reflect the opinion of the editor.
Under the -staff editorial" heading,
members of the Daily will be permitted
to express their beliefs with proper

attributions to the expressions.
Students atoll faculty members wishair their opinions are urged to
ing
submit "Thrust and Parry" letters.
Because of space limitations, we request each letter to be no more than
250 words and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB
nutnber.
Members of the college community
also are urged to submit Guest Room
columns. Subjects cosered in the columns should be approved by the editor
prior to their submission.
The Daily will endeavor during the
semester to serve the entire college
community. As Charles Simmons, 19th
Century litterateur, said, "Newspapers
should be news-carriers, not newsmakers. There is truth and entertainment enough to print, without fiction
or falsehood, and to publish the latter
is to betray the former."

Welcome
Riehard Bucktninster Fuller is an
inventor. engineer, architect, poet,
mathematician and author.
Perhaps, genius is a hetter description.
This versatile man begins a twomonth visit to SJS today as our first
Distinguished Scholar-in-Residence.
We welcome Dr. Fuller to Washington Square, knowing his visit initiates
a worthy academic program.
We hope students will take advantage of the numerous opportunities to
meet Dr. Fuller. and to share with him
philosophies and ideas.

Guest Room

Seniors ’Envy Tutorials’
By DR. MERVYN L. CADWALLADER
Coordinator, Tutorials in Letters
and Science
The Tutorials program has survived
its first semester. Both the staff and the
students in the program are enthusiastic
about this radical departure from conventional teaching methods.
How-ever. the reaction of the general
student hotly reseals a curious paradox. for
while the Tutorials program is tiesigned
for the lower division student, it is the
junior and senior who is most interested
in it, and eten envious of it.
The upper classman is likely to argue
that the freshman is not ready for independent study and cannot even appreciate
the %Ate of such an opportunity. The
common reaction is that this kind of an
experimental program is being wasted on
those who are simply too immature to
profit from it.
INHERENT CHALLENGE
My own answer to this charge is that
there is no better way to mature than
to be confronted with the kinds of challenges inherent in our prog,ram. Some of
my best friends are freshmen and I do
not believe in discriminating against them.
On the other hand. the reaction of interested and envious upperclassmen is significant. I think that it indicates a strong
interest in a full liberal arts curriculum.
The students who have heard about our
first semester on Classical Greece and the
coming semester on the 17th Century,
and who want to do something like that
in upper disision are asking us to give
them the opportunity of taking an integrated major in the liberal arts, sail tome
State College offers no such opportunity
at the present time.

As I see it, such a major, if it were
offered. would give the upper division
student a chance to continue the developmcnt of his intelligence, wisdom, character
and creativity. It would prepare him to
exercise critical and creative judgment
on behalf of a consciously self-governed
community. It would do this by permitting
him to focus his educational experience
on several critical problems and epochs
in the history of Western Civilization.
Such a curriculum could be offered
by an independent faculty of the liberal
arts organized into small teams. Each
team would be free to experiment in its
approach to the problem and subject
matter that it would present for die
semester.
SAMPLE PROGRAMS
For example, teams of 4, 5, or 6 faculty
members might offer 6-, 9-, or even 12-unit
programs in a variety of problems such
as: the Rise and Fall of Athens, the
Origins of Christianity, the Protestant
Revolt, the Rise of Skepticism and Science,
the Industrial Revolutions. Cybernation,
Alienation, Imperialism from Athens to
the Present, anti so on. Instruction would
insolse occasional lectures, panel discussions, numerous seminars, individual
conferences. and lots of independent study.
These are suggestions only. They grow
out of my conviction that many college
students crave something more than 45
units of general education. These students
want an education that is integrated and
liberal front the Latin liber, as befitting
men of free birth). lf these impressions
are correct the students at SJS could very
well see such a curriculum established
here if they ask for it.

LOVE LETTERS

"It looks like suicide to me . .

Rabble Rouser

Legislation ’Steals Rights’
By PAT HEFFERNAN
While you were waiting those endless
hours in those endless reg lines, plans
were being comphted to allow the Great
Society to steal another of your rights.
The plans were laid by Rep. ()lin E.
Teague, coincidentally a Democrat and
coincidentally from Texas. They consist
of legislation and a Constitutional amendment that would outlaw "public’ demonstrations, writings, speech or other means"
of registering disapproval of LBJ’s efforts
to prop the U.S. economy and his own
Presidential powers by shoving the Great
Society down the throats of the Vietnamese peasants.
The bill is now being carefully- checked
by Constitutional lawyers in Washington
to insure that it is worded cleverly enough
to avoid running afoul of the United
States Constitution.
STOP DEMONSTRATIONS
Rep. Teague told reporters that he
realized it would be a touchy job to
word his anti-demonstration legislation
safely, but that he is certain that the
sonflict irt Viet Nam will justify the
measures he is advocating.
Teague said he was angered by public
anti-Viet Nam demonstrations around the
country, and he said he plans to introduce both the amendntent and the legislation into the House to stop such
demonstrations.
I guess U.S. citizens don’t lune the right
to be similarly angered by the antihtunanitarian actions of U.S. soltliers in
Viet Nam.
Teague said he feels that such public
demonstrations will give aid and comfort
to the enemy.
AID TO ENEMY
Of course, it might he said that anyone
who voted for Teague, a man who would
risk the destruction of American democracy by taking away the Constitutional rights
of the people, is giving aid to the enemy
also . . . more aid to a greater enemy
than is given by a pint of blood sent to a
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North Vietnamese child whose home was
bombed by U.S. planes.
Is Rep. Teague afraid of North Vietnamese children?
More likely, he is afraid of American
college students.
Let’s hope that Teague’s fellow representatives are not afraid of Vietnamese
children, college students, or LBJ, and
send his unconstitutional legislation out
the window . . . anti the voters of Texas
send Teague out after it.

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance to express their views on campus, locate
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print letters which aro libelous. in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

The VDC shunned hate telegrams anti
peace leaflets for soldiers long enough
to address gilded love letters to Sen. J. W.
Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. In their hearts they
know he’s right anti want him to have
a heart-to-heart talk with the President.
In keeping with their pacifistic policy,
the VDC staged a televised lover’s quarrel
to disarm their symbolic statue of Cupid,
leaving hint with a quiser of broken
arrows and an unstrung bow. Such an
easy way to protest U.S. intervention
no fasting, fines, injury or heartbreak.
"Thanks to our slogan, ’Be Mine,’ our
membership is doubling naturally," the
recruitment chairman reported. He termed
as "heartening" the latest figures showing
10,000 registered Valentiners.
SUPERIOR COURTSHIP
Extending their lengthy, superior courtship, VDC members revealed their engagement of a lawyer who proposed to keep
them from going steady before local judges
who keep trying to pin them with
subpoenas.
Zenda Valentine, non-student and co.
founder of the movement, chanted heartily, "Roses are red, violets are blue;
Withdraw our troops, we want peace, too."
Other cheers including "No hawke or
doves, just lovebirds," anti "All the world
loves a lover" were practiced for the next
International Day of Lovenest.
When ordered to disperse, the marchers
went out in search of more hearts and
flowers and stout-hearted romancers for
their love campaign. VDC spokesmen
crossed their hearts and promised that
if today’s match-making picket were a
success, they would proclaim tomorrow
Twoulay.

Guest Room

Bureaucracy Reviewed
By OWEN M. BROYLES
Professor of Economics
Bureaucracy and otar academic functioning were reviewed by President Clark at
the reqttired meeting of the faculty, Feb.
7, 1966.
President Clark creates an itnage of
bring of, by, for the faculty. He spoke
of bureaucratic dysfunction, of statistical
rules becotning operational policy, and
defined a bureaucrat as having a watchful
eye and empty head.
In particular Ile showed how the staffing
formula can lead to proliferation of
courses or small classes, and how college
judgment is hantpered by a class by class
count by auditors from the Department of
Finance. It would he better, he thinks, to
have the college ttt ited by the studentteacher ratio (now about 16 to 1) and
make such distribution of faculty and
classes as best suits demonstrated needs.
For the fall semester there were about
3,600 classes averaging under twenty
students.
HONORS COURSES
The Humanities Program and the Tutorial Program were cited as ways of
escaping the requirements for minimum
class size. Littler the rulings of the Department of Finance these programs are defined as honors courses and the limitations do not apply. President Clark hopes
mesh arrangements for learning can be
developed for most of the students.
The Departtnent of Finance has been
an ally of the state college system, Dr.
Clark said, its general rules, including

the staffing formula, ltave taken many
budgeting questions out of state politics
and have afforded fairer distributions between the state colleges.
HOW TO THINK
The major responsibility of the faculty
is teaching, which Imam inspiring students
to think. Possibly too much student work
or assignments might interfere with achieving the objective of securing the essence:
How to think.
Reorganization of the academic structure of the college has been held up by
the system of review and tiecision, according to Dr. Clark. The same is true for
the review of the chief administrative
officers of the college. However, Dr.
Harrington is assisting in review of curricula and Dr. Kibby has been named
interim Dean of Student Services and
Summer Sessions.
RESEARCH LEAVES
Research should include scholarly inquiry and creative work not necessarily
measured by publication or sale, Dr. Clark
believes. State college legislation provides
for research to improve academic substance and process. The college maintains a Research Office to help lite facttlty
get projects and grants. The state provided
seven fulitime leaves for research for this
semester, and there were fifty applications.
The meeting was held in the redecorated
Morris Dailey auditorium, which was filled
to capacity. To the astonishment of the
faculty the meeting lasted only a half
hottr. There is hope that beginning of
the semester meetings can be abolished.
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Two Major Upsets Catapult Cagers
Back Into Thick of WCAC Title Race
k
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Ttvo-mAN snow
In the Pcpperdine fray, S. T.
Saffald and Pete Newell combined
to score 52 points to lead the SJS
seining parade which racked uP
the hie,tiest point total in SJS official game history.
The previous record was 92. also
set against Pepperdine, in 1958. On
the way. the Spartans scored 53
points in the first half, tying a
school mark.
Saffold and Newell both canned
11 field gelds. while the farmer
added the tree throws for 27
marker, and New’ II three chlrity
tosses for 25 point,,

"Right on Campus"

9.A.

HAS IT! ...in

Downtown San Jose

Of .SAN JOSE

DANCE! PLAY! EXERCISE!
In perfect fitting,
comfortable
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While the Spartans were downing Pepperdine and Loyola in Los
Angeles over the weekend, USF
and University of the Pacific were
bcth heaten for the first time.
This combination leaves the
Spartans with
5-’2 league record,
one game behind co-leaders USF
;.nd UOP %On new own 6-1 marks.
Santa Clara oresct UOP 78-72
Friday ni,..ht while UOP turned
the tall?: en USE 88-78 the next
nieht. Th.. loss ended a 13 -game
USF win sneak.
Meanwhile. SJS WF1S breaking
school scoring recoids Friday night
with a 101-79 conquest of hapless
Pepperdine and coming from behin I to nip Loyola 66-64 the next

DIFFERENT STORY
It was a diffeiert story the
next Mght as the contest was not
dcrid:e’
f:ral seconds.
The cl’r.;:her against the pesky
Lions was a three-point Way hy
Schlink with 17 second, remaining.
The Spartans were ahrai 63-62
when Schlink- who has been very
impressive in teserve roles of late
-canned a short Jumper and the
ensuing free toss as he was fouled.
The Spat tans fell behind early

TIGHTS
and

LEOTARDS
WOMEN’S and
CHILDREN’S SIZE
for big girls and
little girls,

Spartababes
More Sports
Lose Two

knit of finest
quality stretch
nylon

LEOTARDS
SCOOP NECKS
ROUND NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
V NECKS

h

Wr GIVE
I
E cHiP
STAMPS

TIGHTS
THEATRICAL MESH
TIGHTS, ALSO WITH
COMFORT SOLE
SHEER TIGHTS, WITH
OR WITHOUT SEAMS
BALLET lIGHTS
TRUNKS
DANCE GIRDLES
BANKAMERICARD
FIRST NATIONAL CHARGE
CONVENIENT
PARKING VALIDATED

65 W. Santa Clara St.
(BETWEEN FIRST & MARKET)

SAN JOSE

PHONE 297. 2815

Being
from school didn’t
make any difference to the Spartan freshman basketballers, as
they continued their losing ways
over semester break.
The Spartababes dropped Nos.
10 and 11 in succession with losses
to Santa Clara, 65-52, and USF,
71-69.
On the seasan, the Spartababes
own a 1-12 win -lost record. They
will try to improve on this tomorrow when they trat.el ta Cabrillo College in Aptos.
High school All-Amerlesn Dave
Pouliot paced the Santa Clara
win with 21 points. sinking nine
of 15 shots as the Broncos connected on 45 per cent of their
field gaal attempts.
Bill Kirg paced the losers with
14 and Tim Holman added 12.

Exciting Music Happens When the

1111(
Meets the
LIOS 11 )( )

1
and the Boston Pops

Sit

Recorded "live" at Tanglewood
the musical meeting of
America’s foremost interpreter of popular classics
with the man who created so
many of them. In this new
aibum. Arthur Fiedler and
Duke Ellington plby 12 of
the Duke’s tunes, arranged
to make the most of the
combined talents of the
Boston Pops. the Duke’s own
sidemen on bass and drums,
with the Duke himself at the
piano Here’s a new"big band
sound" that really takes off.
Included in this swinging
study of essential Ellingtonia
are -Caravan," "Mood Inthp,o," "Sophisticated Lady"
dnd -Satin Doll," with liner
nctes by the Duke himself.
You’ll love it madly

ART MAJORS

LE

in the second half and were not
able to catch up until 13 minutes
had txtssed in the half.
TWO OF THREE
Over the semester tweak, the local cagers dropped two of three decisions, beginning with a 64-52 nonleague fray with California in
Berkeley.
Russ Crutchfield, 5-10 sophomore
guard. sank seven of 10 long shot,
in the first half to put the Bear,
in front for good.
Playing before a big vacation time crowd in Civic Auditorium
the next week, the Spartans
nabbed a key WCAC win over
crosstown rival Santa Clara, 74-69.
A weird four-point play turned
the tables in this tilt, as Santa
Clara was leading 55-54 with five
minutes left when Saffold registered the four points in one move
He started the freak by stealirw
an errant Bronco pass and drivin._:
the length of the court for a lay -in
GRAB LEGS
While Salf Ad was shooting.
Ammo guard Mike Gervasoni
grabbed the Spartan’s legs in an
attempt to keep him from making
the shot.
The official ruled it an intentional foul, giving S. T. two foul
shots. He made both and the basket counted, putting the Spartan,
on top for good at 58-55.
From there, the Spartans pulled ,
to seven in front and kept thatH
!
distance the bulk of the contest.
Erwin Mueller popped in 31
points later that week as USE
pulled away in the second half to
humble the Spartans 81-65.
The muscular (6-8, 222) Mueller
connected on 14 of 16 shots in his
performance, and got an able assist from Joe Ellis, whn garnered
21 pionts.
The Spartans return to action
Friday night against Santa Clara.
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OF ART MATERIALS
Oil Painting Classes
Large pound tubes Zinc White
Pint cans pure Gum Turpentine
Unprimed PURE LINEN Canvas
Studio tubes oil colors
all colors

Reg.

Sale

1.50
.44
3.25

.95
.27
1.55

list

1/3 off

.35

.19

Water Color Classes
tubes Water Color all colors
Winsor Newton or Bellini

SPECIAL AQUATEC
ACRYLIC POLYMER MEDIUM
All colors in the
3 oz. plastic squeeze
bottle. A real buy!

1/2

OFF

Drawing & Comp. Classes
Student Drawing Pad 15xI8
I 8 sheets
Designer colors
Grumbacher all colors
Drafting boards

I . I0

.73

list
list

30% off
25% off

0
Downtown

112 S. 2nd St.

Free Parking

LARGEST STOCK OF ART MATERIALS

Youth Fare Approved!

122E,

111

tkited Air Lines Air Tnnei Cand
JOHN G. ANTOWIO
910 LARE SHORE DRIVE
miler
CHICAGO, ILL/NOIS
UNITED
732-4301-7891-G-5

Join "United’s
1221 Club

and do your flying
at
(How friendly can our skies get?)
If you’re over 12 and under 22,
United’s 1221 Club wants youl
It’s United’s special fare advantage that lets you fly with us
when space is available for half
the price of a regular jet coach
ticket.*
And, when you figure, nobody
but nobody flies as many jets to
as many cities as United, you can
see 1221 is the club to be in.
THE 1221 CLUB IS EASY TO
JOIN. Go to any United ticket
office, or United’s ticket counter
at the airport.

SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS see United’s representative at #1
Town and Country Village or phone
the "COLLEGE DESK" 241-8000.

Give the man $3.00 and proof
of age. You’ll get your 1221 Club
membership --and you’re off. Your
card will be mailed to you.
Then start living it up (at a
happy 1/2 fare) in the friendly
skies of United.

1110 DUKC AT TaN9LEWOOD

R,C.A.VietUr

*flood only for travel on Unttod An lAntra Effort,. 1/27/66 to many chi.%
ond 2/11/ea to Il United Wins In contInonial United Stator ocept Intro,
oppIrcabla 4/7. 11/23, 11/27 and 12/1S to 12/24 maiden’s.
ttttt travel

eilY*
the
friendly skies
ef
United.

Bowling Tryouts
Start Tomorrow
au,
Ail s.is
jotring the intercollegiate bowlint..
team are urged to report to mach
Ed Sobcznk for tryouts tumorriw
riftei noon at 4:30 at the Down
town Bowl
The try nits will determine team
n itninat
trembers for
IT.

,1

rnwmptm7r,-,-

s js
Run
Wild;
Tracksters
Intramural Cagers
Begin Competition seek successful season
Mondry. February 14. 1966

ISp.MITAN DAILY

s ta.
Pit, 1111 .111111i ii
opens tomociow night with a
full slate ot games scheduled for
five covrts.
In All. lotramaral Athlet;c Di
recto, Dan Unruh is sporting seven independent leagues and two
fraternity conferences. with nearly
900 students participating.

,rmrirmnrmInTrm

Under New Management
MIKE’S
SPARTAN
HUB

i SJS tracksters may run away
I from all competition this year it
indil
early-season perfo an
cate the Spartans’ ability.
I
This warning was again posted
as the Spartans ran wild in the
Seattle Invitational over semester
break and was carried -into last
weekend’s Los Angeles Times Indoor Meet. Results of the latter
weren’t available at press time.
Pacing the way as usual was
the mile relay foursome of Wayne
I lermen, Tim K now les, Ken
Shackelford and Tommy Smith.
The undefeated squad posted a
3:18.8 to win handily over second

place California 0:22.81. The; Winter believes the early seafoursome currently rates as the !son showing ranks the Spartans
, as the coast’s top unit.
West Coast’s fastest group.
"We dominated the meet. In
Individually, Hermen sprinted
the 60 yard dash in 8.2 to gain doing so, we beat men from USC,
second; Knowles sped to a sur- Oregon, Stanford and the other
prise victory in the 500 by cover- povvers."
Dual meet competition begins
ing the distance in 59.2; triple)umper Craig Fergus added a Feb. 26 when the Spartans lace
Spartan second with a 48 toot 2 the Santa Clara Valley Youth
inch jump and Erl Johnson soared Village on the Spartan track.
According to Winter, the meet
6 foot 10 inch2s over the high bar
will be the first outdoor battle
to earn a third.
the year.
In the two mile relay, Spartan of
Other dual meets highlighting
harriers placed third to USC and
are against Stanford.
Washington. Bill Berridge, Joe the schedule
and Fresno State.
Neff, Walt Channels and Ken California
Entries in the L.A. meet for
Noel pushed SJS across the line
SJS included Hermen in the 60in 7:42.6.
yard dash and the undefeated mile
relay team.
Hermen. Knowles, Shackelford
and Smith were again named by
Winter to attempt to keep the
Spartans undefeated in the relay.

V

Money Back Guarantee
on All Your

LIVE MUSIC & DANCING
THURSDAY Thru SUNDAY

BOOKS
until
March 4th

Beer 10c a glass for ladies
$1 a pitcher until 9 every night

with cash register receipt

417 So. 1st St.
San Jose

I

cpaptatt Sock:lbw

p

ALL-AMF-RICA
Starting guard Jack Gleason of
the Spartan hoopsters was a junior college All-America while
playing at Foothill College.

National Publication Ranks
Smith, Hermen Top Sprinters
According to the latest ratings
by the Track and Field News,
SJS has the best pair of collegiate
sprinters in the nation.
In its latest list, TdeFN ranked
SJS’ Tommy Smith second in the
world in the 200-meter dash on
a straight track, second in the
220-yard dash on a straightaway,
second for the 200 meters around
a turn and third in the 100 meters.
In the United States, Smith was
listed as the best 220 runner and
teammate Wayne Hermen the
the fourth best.
No other school boasts two runners as high in the listings.
Craig Fergus was rated the

Want some
good answers
to some
big questions
about your
future?

SPARTAN SPRINTER Tim Knowles is one of the Big Fc.i. S7s.tan mile relay members. The foursome is undefeert3d on frie
and ranked a+ the top on the West Coast.

15th best triple jumper in the natien last year. while the graduat2d
Les Bend was ranked WA
In tne 44C -yard intevmed
huttilez. Ken Shackeltord V1’3: j
a -t 14th hest. while high jamper
.1,:hnFon %as ilia. in his apecialiv.
Roger Werne wis 17th in pole

vault rankings, Mike Gibeati eighth
in the 880 run and Tom Tuite 16th
I in the two mile for other top rank: ings. The latter three have used
up their eligibi10.
Among othzr rit urning Spartans,
Dick Smith was ranked as the
21st bezt hammer thrower and
Bub Akers No. :34 in the dis;,11,.

Vroom Seeks Frosh Linksters
Vroom, SJS assistant athletic
All freshmen golfers intere,i2d
in competing for the Spartan golf ; director, urges the linksters to
squad should contact golf coach I mate to hi: office in thr P E
I Building
Jerry Vroom.

MID - SEASON

Drop in and you can choose from brand names
Head
Fischer Alu
Kastle

Bogner
White Stag
McGregor

Meggi
Montant
Meister Knit

Blizzard
Henke
Koflach

Special Ski Package
Northland Skis
Ski free Safety Bindings
Barrecrafter Alum. Poles
Total Value $70.50

SALE PRICE

Sign up now
for an on -campus interview with IBM
February 24-25
If you ask, we II tell all. About
’ go -places" careers with IBM.
About opportunities in such areas
as basic and applied research
device. new product and
programing systems developmentand manufacture of pace -,,,t
setting equipment using the
latest technologies.
You could begin by firing these
questions at the IBM interviewer;
Hovv many technologies OS IBM
active in?
How can IBM keep me
technologically "hot" throughout my career?.

How many plants labs and
technical centers does IBM have?
Where are they? And what kind
of choice do I have?
What about creative freedom for
the engineer and scientist at IBM?
What about rewardsfinancial
and otherwise?
The answers to these and all
questions about IBM are yours for
the asking. So don’t miss your
IBM interview. Visit your placement office and sign up now.
If for any reason you can’t make it
on campus, feel free to visit
your nearest IBM branch office.
Or write: Manager of College
Relations, IBM Corporate Headquarters, Armonk, N.Y. 10504.

INCLUDES INSTALLATION OF BINDINGS

$3500
Once you’ve heard the answers,
you’ll probably have one more
question: "When can I start?’’
Whatever your area of study,
ask us how you might use your
particular talent at IBM. Job
opportunities at IBM lie in eight
major career fields: (1) Research
and Development, (2) Engineering,
(3) Manufacturing, (4) Finance
and Administration. (5) Marketing,
(6) Field Engineering. (7) Systems
Engineering. (8) Programing IBM
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

IBM

‘------25/0 OFF
PANTS, PARKAS AND SWEATERS
Herilw Boots $30 value $10
Nordica Boots $42.50 value

18.88

Turtle Necks

$2.98

Mons After Ski Boots $6.95

Ladies After Ski Boots 22.50 Ya!uc

13.88

REED’S SPORT SHOP
3151 Alum Rock Ave.

258-5305

F
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’Improving Gynmasts
Look for First Win

Wrestlers

Busy, But Successful

I

1,

By LEE WILLERAT
Daily Sports Writer
Semester break was anything
but a vacation for Spartan svrestiers, who successfully took on
four opponents within four days.
And it’s back to the road this
week as the grapplers face Chico
State tomorrow and swing North
against Oregon College, Oregon
State and the University of Oregon on successive days.
Coach Hugh Mumby expects
Oregon State to provide the stiffest opposition among the group.
The Spartans met Cal Poly (San
Luis Obispo) on Friday but results
were not available at press time.
TWO WINS
Two wins, a tie and a loss over
semester break brought the wrestlers’ overall record to 4-2-1.
Stanford provided the first opposition over the break on Feb. 2
in Palo Alto.
With the points split evenly
going into the heavyweight battle.
San Jose hopes rested on big
Rich Popejoy. He earned a draw,
so the final match count was 14-14.
Dan Swenson, Gary Scardina,
Loren Miller and Mike Herschfelt
took decisions. Miller’s victory
came over Northern California
167-pound champion Steve Schattm.
Although Miller usually wrestles
in the 145 division, he bested
Schaum, who moved down to 160.

V’

9

ITCSE FALLS
Santa Barbara fell easily by a
24-9 count Feb. 4.
Pins by ScanUna, Miller and
Popejoy highlighted the Spartan

saw two Bruin pins providing the
big difference.
Again Scardina and Miller bested
their men to complete the vacation
in undefeated style. Decisions were
added by Dennis Runyon and Joe
Silva.
Injuries have hit the wrestlers
hard in recent weeks cutting the
Spartans’ depth.
"We’re thin because of injuries,
so we are somewhat restricted
in shuffling men around to different weights," reports Mumby.
Ron Matheson, Jim Bridger and
UNDEFEATED BREAK
Joe Guilian are among grapplers
During the second half of a apparently out for the seasbn for
wrestling doulleheader, the meet various reasons.
rout. Decisions went to Dennis
Runyon, Herschfelt and Swenson.
SJS came from an early deficit
to rally for a 16-15 win over San
Diego State the folloWing afternoon.
San Diego matmen took the first
four matches, but again Scardina
and Herschfelt proved unbeatable
while Miller and Popejoy won by
forfeits to give the Spartans the
narrow victory.
UCLA proved too much that
night, winning 21-14.

HERB
ALPERT
TIJUANA
BRASS
and the

at
Thursday. Feb. 17.
8:30 p.m.
San Jose Civic
Auditorium
Good seats available
on sale: San Jose Box Office
40 W. San Carlos
(Next to Ste. Claire Hotel)
295-0888

"Wc
11,.1111,; 1, \ 01,I11 10,11111111provernent and could win a couple
of meets before the season
over," opinions Spartan eyinnastic
coach Clair Jennett.
His gymnasts traveled to Stanford Friday night itt search of their
first win, and moved on to Santa
Barbara Saturday night. Results
were unavailable at press time.
Despite the team’s 0-4 dualmeet record and poor performances
in invitational meets, Jennett retains his optimism, tnainly because
of individual improvement and the
addition of 1965 letter winner Kalman Matis to the roster.
Matis, who sat out last semester

11,1A.
SC11001 load,
WM% the team entries in everY
event and, therefore, more tear,
depth and balance. His specialti.are the long horse, still rings ail,
free exercise.
Over the semester break, sopir,
more ace Tony Coppola competed
in the UCLA Invitational and the
Spartan squad was defeated by
visiting Brigham Young 169-118.
In Los Angeles, Coppola nabbed
a sixth place in the all-around
against some of the West Coast’,
premium competition. He WaS
only SJS entrant in the meet.
Against BYU, Coppola was
Ione itulividual champ for Jennetr,
crew, winning thr free exercise.
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For the perfect place to
very special date try the Lariat :‘
Rootn at Angelo’s, Home of the fa,
mous Rib-I Steak.

IIIPART.AN TIA1T.T-7,

Come down to
489 So. 10th St.
Next to Shell
Station at So. ;Oth
and William Sfs.

GRAND OPENING
San Jose State’s Newest and
Most Modern Launderette!
Feb. 16th and 17th (8 a.m. to 12 p.m.)
72USLEF-UZZI-2.r.3=53-1a7.111n’71,-T,Z2.1.73.1.1-71.1-X157-invilY
-s
:;

FREE 25’ WASH
FREE 10’ DRY

.ikar2nat;Itts--a ’SI -a 7,-frilynr---fpnr-

Free parking at Earl’s

38

Cam12" W ASH & DRY

So. 3rd St.

cteak Iclowe

*es

Monday, February la, 1(16A
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,
’

s
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I

489 South Tenth Street
Ample Parking in Front and Rear!
This Offer Good Only Feb. 16th and 17th

Open 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday’ thru Thursday.
24 hr. service on Friday and Saturday.
72 E. Santa Clara

We’re Busting at the Seams
With Used Books !
4
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Shop Early . . Save 25% on Used Books
Our Texts Are

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL NINE

Conveniently Arranged
by Course

(14165 190(11

1

Monday, February 14, 1966 !

6-SPARTAN DAILY

(SPRING SENIESTER)
June and Summer graduates
ma) sign for inters Isms, appointments now In the Placement
Center, AD51234.

DON’T FORGET
Today through Thurs.
We are open
from 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

WEDNF:SDAY
Hughes Ain.raift C’oenpany; electronic engineers, physics with electronics experience --- industry or
military majors for positions as a
Jield engineer, engineer writing,
technical training, instructing, research, design, development, analysis of electronics components and
systems. U.S. citizenship required.
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation;
electronic engineers, mechanical
engineers, physics majors for positions ill R and D in radar, ECM,
and reconnaissance/strike systems,
design and development of aerospace and GSE structures. U.S.
citizenship is required.
Applied Research Laboratories,
Inc.; mechanical engineers, electronic engineers, physics majors
MRA plus one or more of above

cpaPtait goolmtoPe
on Campus"

"Right

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
I & 2 BORN apts. New carpeting. pool
rec. rm. TV Mdrn spacious students living
620 S 9th St. 294-4952 anytime.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

RUSSIAN STUDENT ccimse Le-ingrad
University. Ju,. 1966. Request i -1oimr FEW SPACES AVAILABLE. Spring setion from SIERRA TRAVEL, 9875 Sririr -aster. 580 S. 6th. Call 297.0314.
Monica Bcu,e.ar-1,
GRACE HALL contract for sale. Dis-unt. 294-4426. 427 S. Sfh.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
WANT I GIRL $42. Lrg. 2 bdrm. W/
’60 SPRITE Br.,
’Ay. 642 S. 7th 444. 293-7877.
American mai,
i
UPP6it DIV. FEMALE RMMATE WANTdews.
ED: 2 blk.. SJS. Phone 294-7185 after 5.
washer
,iira
best orier. Ca:h
1, . 483 3 13
1 BDRM. FURNISHED DUPLEX. W & G
.
551 E. St. James St.
FOR SALE 13)
ONE end TWO BDRM. Furn. apts. W/W
WALNUT TABLES
,np. 3,2
Nit
.
Reed. Phone 298-6972.
444.
ea. B,ue-green
ANN DARLING Apt., 1 & 2 bedrooms.
SCULPTRESS BRA
& Marburg Way.
UM. No
W’

HELP WANTED 141
2 GIRLS room/board for part time w,-1
in nursery school. Close SJS. 286-0883
.
MEN STUDENTS- full time work d,
.
Semester Break. Car conti-ue
during next semester: call Mr. .4.
295-4104.
BUSINESS - ECONOMICS - PSYCHOLOGY majors - willing to .v,-.rk
hours for great poten,ial income in i
sonell management in cosmetic Midi,’
Willing to work part time (fleriblehr,,,,
until education is c-impleted? Cor
.iates between 9
Mr. Kirk of A V A
, interview aloe’
e.m. & 12:00
- . :
ment 296-454n
HOUSING 15)
I 11DRM w/w clots. drps, {urn. All ale
kit. 11th 8 Reed 248-9145.
JULIAN GLEN APTS. 1 & 2 bdrms. No.
26th & E. Julian.
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
SALE Spring. Best offer. Pet 298-7119.
APTS. AVAILABLE FOR SPRING SEMESTER. Tradewinds-633 S. Elth. $110
month. Furnished, free parking. See or
phone Mike Scott, Apt.
286-4260 6-8
evenings or on weekends.
FEMALE STUDENTS. Room & board. $80.
Unappd. house. 3 blocks to campus.
Hi-fi, TV. Fireplace. No contract. No
deposit. Exc. food. 286-4331 or 297-9742.
BOYS APPROVED ROOM & KIT. PRIVILEGES $35 per month. 63 S 8th 2979918
FEMALE RMMT to :hare unappd.2-bdrm
apt. w/2 others. 560 S. 10th 297-8355 aft.
4.
ROOMS FOR RENT. Men-2 bdrm with
both gar. near SJS. reasonable. 475 S.
15th.

HAVE 2 11DRMS in private home. Quiet
neighborhood. About 5.10 min. drive to
SJS. 855 Peter Pan Ave. S.J. $60 mo. includes everything except food Call 2956895

10:30-3:30
Send in handy order
Make

check.

or

blank.

Enka

elan! est fie

One time

Three times Five times

3.00

GREEK LETTER

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

LAVALIERS

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addl.
Canal line

3.00

3.75

4.00

.50

.50

.50

Toronado
will get you
if you don’t
watch out!

10K GOI
18" chain

$4.00
Paddle with
Greek Letters
on 18" chain

S3.25
Come in and tee

pad:,

%lima selection

r]

Madter jetuderi

Address __
Start ad on
(Debt)

days.

YOU MEAN YOU REFUSE TO SELL
USIILLS BLAZER SPORT COAr_s
Jusr BECAUSE WERE .5V&ARI

2.50

Print you ad bine
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Una)
Do Not Abbreviate

Phone

Enclosed is $

1occoeocooeces03000041130Cce..e...024==0"...400"..e.e.ozon
BOAC SUPER VC (1.1 JET NEW YORK -LONDON
11
R.T. Pock. S308.00 June 15, return Sept. 8
o
0
Apply to Roger WILSON, (213)6Q-2981, or write
1
§
9875 S,Irlid Monica Bli.d., Beverly Hills
Q
JET San Francisco New York youth fare R.T. 5145.10
li
..L,
....e.r
.."Ze
..ear.".74:407..03
..7.44.4:071""
.

FRATERNITY - SORORITY

2.25

(810.4-8),.t)

day night at the sixth annual Foster Parents Recognition Event at
the Hotel Sainte Claire.
The conununity Council of Central Santa Clara County and District 12 of Kiwanis will spoil,
the es ent

Student Council, in its last
meeting, passed a policy statement
saying it is in favor of Hendricks
attending the Washington affair.
Hendricks said last week he expects council to reimburse him
f,.1: the trip.

379-3051

2.75

[1 Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wented (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
[3 Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

For

Phone

1.50

Name

Love Everyone?

1..asi year’s ASB president, Bob
Pisani), summed up ihe affair by
sajing. "If he has to thumb his
way there, the ASB president
should at t end."
In addition to serving as the
SJS delegate, Hendricks will attend as vice president of the California State Student Presidents’
Association (CSCSPA ).
On Friday, Hendricks vvill fly
from the nation’s capital to Los
Angeles for this year’s third
meeting of CSCSPA at San Fernando Valley State College.

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
Westgate
Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.

2.00

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Spanish and German placement
examinations will be given at the
following times: Spanish, Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in ED315; German, Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
ED345.
Students wishing to take the
tests should sign up with the Foreign Language Department secretary, Building N, Room 2A.

instantly. A pa-ssenger, Richard E. labor, business, clergy and indusKress, 19, of 1330 Koch Lane was try will join approximately 50
student body presidents from all
thrown clear.
over the nation at the affair, which
McDiLl was the son of Mr. and
is sponsored by both houses of
Mrs. Stanley H. MeDill of San
Congress.
Jose. He wa.s a graduate of PiMore than 1,200 persons, includoneer High School
ing President Johnson, attended
last year’s breakfast.
Hendricks will participate in
several seminars designed to point
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, sjs professor out the role of moral and spiritual
of psychology, will speak on "Can values in running of government
We Love Everyone?" 7:30 Thurs- and in personal life.

Mailer doweteri

lines

4

Placement Exams

A 19 -year-old SJS freshInan
John Hendricks, ASB president,
business major wa.s killed Jan. 21 will attend the 14th Annual Presiwhen his sports car missed a turn dential Prayer Breakfast in Washand flipped over following a high- ington, D.C., Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.
speed game of auto tag.
Hendricks WAS invited by Sen.
Scott A. McDill, 1114 Speciale Frank Carlson of Kansas.
Way, a Delta Upsilon pledge, died
Representatives of government,

Daily

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time
3 lines

THURSDAY
Hughes Aircraft Company; (See
above informat ion ).
The Dow Chemical company;
chemical engineers, mechanical engineers, indu.strial engineers, chemistry marketing and business majors for positions in engineering,
production and research, chemistry and technical sales. U.S. citizenship required for sales positions.
Southern California Gan Company; engineering, business or economic, liberal arts majors for positions as sales engineer, construction, planning engineer, residential
sales representative, industrial engineer or math major, staff analyst, corporate accountant.
Aeronutronle Disision of Mk
Corporation; electronic engineers,
mechanical engineers, aero., metallurgical, physics and math majors for positions in research ancl
development openings in fields of
aeorspace and electronics. U.S.
citizenship required.
Crown Zellerbach Corporation:
accounting majors for positions as
junior accnuntants. U.S. citizenship required.
Univac-DIvision of sperr) Rand;
electronic engineers and math majors for positions in systems design, programming or applications
analyst. U.S. citizenship required.
Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc.: electronic engineering majors for positions in development engineering
or marketing for multiplex, microwave and data transmission systerns. U.S. citizenship required.

ASB President To Attend
Washington Prayer Meeting

Classified Adv. Office -J206

MODERN 2 bdrrn apts. 3 & 4 persons.
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
$140. 2 persons $125. 351 S. I Ith
704 434 14 F-o 2e411
794 4957 anytime.

City

Reprersentatives from the folbe on
lowing school districts
campus Wednesday through Friday, Feb. 25 to interview teacher
candidates. Interested student’
may sign up for an interview in
the Placement C’enter, AD51284.

listed degrees for positions as a
development engineering. design
engineering and marketing positions.
The Procter and Gamble Distributing (’o.: Any major uith
degrees for positions in SiiiPS leading into sides management. U.S.
citizenship is required.
Recknum Instruments, Inc.; mechanical engineers, electronics engineers, biology, chemistry and industrial engineeiing majors.

SJS Freshman
Dies in Accident

Visit the

cash

Send to- Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206. San Jose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

Teaching
Interviews

WEDNESDAY:
Bassett Unified School District,
La Puente, Los Angeles County
(elementary, junior high and high
school).
Mountain ’View School District,
Mountain View, Santa Clara County (elementary).
Mt. lleasant School District,
GIRL NEEDED. Split level on Ilth. $40
Darling apt. Call 286-1436. San Jose, Santa Clara County
I2 GIRL ROOMMATES. New. unap ( element ary ).
I ireat apt. 11/2 blocks from S.J.S. THURSDAY:
San Rafael City Schooln, San
ON STANFORD CAMPUS. Room & Rafael, Marin County (elementary
trri 8, $40 per month for light house arid high school).
cnild Cdfe. 2 girls ages 6 & 8.
r cco
Mftpitax Elementary School Dis.1- o6n7.
trict, Milpitas, Santa Clara CounLARGE 2 BEDROOM APT. Furnished. ty (elementary).
.
.. dry
facilities, garage. FRIDAY:
’
194.3810.
Alvord Unified School District.
5 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT Riverside, Riverside County (elenew! 1922 The Alameda. 244-6190.
mentary and high school).
San Mateo Pity Elementary
MALE UNAPPROVED HOUSING. Large
:
Kitchen privileges, Fiehool District, San Mateo, Counm0.,dy rooms. Patio and ty gelementalyi.
t C pi’. 3 blocks from SJS. $34-41
San Brittle Park School Dbitrlet,
293-9877. 596 S. lOth.
San Bruno. San Mateo County
(elementary and junior high
SERVICES 18)
school).
RENT A T.V. Esche’s-Cell 251-2598. $10 MONDAY, Feb. 21:
per month.
Alhambra’ City Schools, AlhamTYPING IN MY HOME Sunnyvale eon" bra, Los Angeles County (elemenIBM electric typewriter. Call 245-7999. tary and high schorill.
Nonvalk-La Mirada City EleTYPING done in my home. Cell 252.5793
mentary School District, Norwalk,
21 & MARRIED. Receive over 25 rates Los Angeles County (elementary
on auto insurance. Liability $65 annually. and junior high).
Dave Towle. 244-9600.
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 23:
Rules G
119
Fresno City College, Fresno,
Employment Ads
Fresno County ljunior college).
A I
..,ed ads which run in the SparGlendora’ Unified School Distan Daily concerning employment must trict, Glendora, Los Ana.reles Counslate the exact work to be performed
o items to be sold. Jobs involving cam- ty (elementary, junirrr high and
rni,sions cannot state Of imply earnings. high school).
Petaluma City Schools, Petaluma, Sonoma County (elementary
and high school).
To place an ad:

DEM 2 IIDRM opt. furn. 6120. 2866676 or 378.9767.
REAR COTTAGE. Married couple $80.
Semi -private Rim Mlle :en. Kill-h. $35.
647 $. 6th ,iinr 5 p.m.

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Job Interviews

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
Westgate
Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

Don’t look now. But a keen machine called Toronado has designs on you. Out to get you
with front wheel drive that puts the traction where the action is! Extra stretch-out roorn
for six. (Flat floors, you know.) Full-view side windows. Draft.free ventilation. Front and
rear seat belts, back.ups and a raft of other standard safety etceteras. Like we say, Toronado
ha% designs on you. Or is it the other way around! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE lara!
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SJS Welcomes First* Scholar -In -Residence
Two-Month Visit

Hendricks
Expresses
Greetings

.

On beimlf of the Assoriated Students, I take great pleasure in
welcoming R. Buckminster Fuller
to the San Jose State College
campus as our first distinguished
Scholar-in-Residents’.
The opportunity to assoelate
with a matn like Mr. Feller is
unique in the history of our student body and is an indication of
the kinds of prograims the student
government is working towards.
The geodesic dome that has been
erected on Seventh Street will
serve as a constant reminder to
the students of their opportunity
of associating with this outstanding scholar.
It is my privilege to welcome
Mr. Fuller and to express my hope
that in sharing Ills experiences
with the students of San Jose
State College, he Will have a very
worthwhile experience.
John Hendricks,
ASB President

R. Buckminster Fuller
Begins Campus Stay
"I will try to contribute to the
college everything I thinit and feel
relates to our times and society,"
Richard Buckminster Fuller said
Thursday at a press conference
opening his two-month stay as
SJS’s first Scholar-in-Residence.
"Bucky" Fuller, who is well
known for work in engineering,
architecture, mathematics, writing
and poetry, spoke in the geodesic
dome on Seventh Street.

FULLER CONFERENCE
Scholardn-Residence R. Buckminster Fuller di
cusses his plans for the coming semester during
a press conference Wednesday. While at SJS,

he will give a six -lecture, one-unit course on
various topics.

Versatile Plan

JOINT SPONSOR
Dr. Fuller’s visit is jointly sponsored by the ASB and various departments and programs of the
et"liege. It is an extension of the
Visiting Scholar program instituted by the ASB three years ago
to bring great thinkers of the day
in close proximity with students.
"I am confident humanity will
continue to prosper. Humanity, up
to now, has been a helpless child,
allovved to play games," Fuller
stated. "All of humanity is coming into a new relationship through
intellect. Man has a function in
the 1:adverse.
"This meeting at San Jose is
a meeting with a young world,"
Fuller said. He revealed that he

was mainly interested in the junior students.
Fuller gave several reasons for
his singling out juniors. "Students
of that age were born with the
atomic bomb in the year of Hiroshima. They have been brought
up with television which has very
great powers over their lives," he
stated.
"The television has become a
third parent. The child has great
confidence in that third parent
because it seems more comprehensive than his other parents,"
Fuller said.
Inventions also affect the life
of this child, Fuller said. "Young
people say we can do anything
we want." They don’t have a built
in loyalty to a local neighborhood,
city or country but rather to the
world, he stated.
Young people also have a fourth
parent, the politician, he said.
"They ask him to make peace and
malce the world work and he cannot."
A majority of humanity is still’
on the "have-not list," Fuller said,
and young people today believe we
are continually doing less for hu-

manity. "Actually we are doing
more with less. Technology and
science could deploy resources to
take care of 100 per cent of humanity," the architect said.
Fuller believes that it will be
very difficult to get out from under the Viet Nam problem. ’’Withdrawal will not solve the problem
because we have a responsibility
to the world."
PLANNING CONSI7LTANT
Fuller said the United States
should have chosen Mao Tse Tsung
over Chaing Kai-shek years ago.
China might now be our friend
with no intentions of expansion,
he explained.
Fuller will be a planning consultant for the city of San Jose
during his stay here. He believes
there is no way to be adequate in
planning unless "we think on a
world-wide basis. San Jose and
the Bay Area belong to the world.
All over the world cities tend to
merge, heading toward a one-town
world.
"We -w1/1 have to institute federal subsidy for planning. We won’t
be able to pay the bill for planning
locally," he stated.

Scholar Explains Accomplishments
"Bucky" Fuller, who began his
two-month stay at. SJS as Scholarin-Residence Thursday, is a versatile man- an inventor, engineer,
architect, poet, mathematician and
author.
For a person who dropped out of
Harvard University before his
sophomore year, Dr. Fuller has
accomplished an amazing number
of achievements that defy simple
summary.
Fialees inventions include the
dymaxion house and the dymaxion
car. He is known as the discoverer
of energetic-synergetic geometry.
Fuller’s most well-lcnown invention is the geodeosic dome. A 39foot diameter example Ls the d,ome
in the middle of Seventh Street.
It was constructed for Dr. FuUer’s
stay at SJS.

Fuller said he has calculated
domes up to two miles in diameter. "They am practical, feasible and economical."
"We won’t get large domes over
whole cities now but they could
come in the future. The first ones
will be in arctic, antarctic and
desert regions," Fuller prophisized.

form man’s environment," Fuller
says.
"The dymaxion house does the
most with the least using present
capabilities to make it economically feasible."
Fuller conceived the idea of the
dymaxion car in 1917. It 7vas designed to fly using the same principle ducks use, a rising and falling motion. Using a jet engine, the
car would ri.se off the ground. fall
a short distance and then be thrust
even higher into the air.
The car was to be a wingless,
onun-directional transport but did
not get beyond the early stages.
The jet was never developed because the generated heat was too
high fot the metals in existence
In 1917.

on energetic-synergetic geometry
since 1917.
The 70-year-old scholar holds
numerous honorary degrees, among
them doctor of design from the
University of North Carolina, doctor of arts from Michigan University, doctor of science from
Washington University and doctor of humanities ftom Rollins
College.
Fuller has written many books
including "Nine Chains to the
Moon" and "Education Automation."
He has been a visiting lecturer
or professor at many universities
including Harvard, Yale, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Princeton and the University of
California at Berkeley.

SIZE INCREASE
’’The domes are economical because doubling the size increases
the surface area four times and
the volume eight times."
Fuller agreed that a possible
application of the dome might be
In San Francisco’s ba.seball stadium, Candlestick Park, to eliminate the wind problem.
Fuller’s latest project is a 1,000foot diameter dome to cover the
Moder) City University stadium
FULLER’S DISCOVERY
for the 1968 Olympics. It is still
GEODESIC PRINCIPLE
The machine became known as a
in the early planning stages. The car when people saw Fuller testing
"Geodesic means the most eco- dome will be a large frarne over
nomical relationship between two the stadium with a "skin" to be the prototype on the ground. It
never flew.
events," Fuller explain s. The
pulled over it in bad weather.
Energetic-synergetic geometry
shortest distance between two
is another of Fuller’s developPORTABLE HOUSE
points is a straight line but in
cases where a straight line is not
The dymaxion house, which ments. "It is not my invention, but
feasible, the geodesic principle is Fuller invented in 1927, is a port- my discovery," Fuller explains.
Fuller’s thenrums have not yet
used.
able house which works on the
formal matThe geodesic dome uses the principle of a bicycle wire wheel. been used in schools
R Buckininster Fuller, SJS’ disprinciple or doing the most for the The moms are suspended from a ter hot will pmbably be adopted
in the future. "One delay is my tinguished Scholar - in - Residence
least amount of materials. ’rhe central mast under tension.
will teach
dome has no in.side supports and
"This was my first attempt to own delay in putting out my book," for the spring semester,
apply scientific capabilities to re- Fuller says. He has.been working. a workshop class for students and
is almost unlimited in size.
faculty. A limited number of peoPle in the community may enmll
in the workshop through the SJS
Extension Service.
Workshop wi th Fuller, a one unit MAIM% will be offetsvi cm
Tuesdays, Feb. 15 to March 29,
Leeture II "3 he
Grimm College Preparation
This is the sclosialle of it.
2:30 to 5 p.m., in E132. lie will
for the Technological Soiliwkininster Fuller during FebStructures fnr Tomorrow"
give six leetores on various topics.
ciety"
ntiary and March:
March 8, 2:30 p.m. Workshop
Registration for all persons and
Let.liere
siiith
March 99, 2:39 p.m. Workshop payment of the $2,50 fee will he at
roh. 15, 2:30 p.m. Workshop with
"Man’s control of Ills F.nvironvrith Fuller, ’,mime VI the first class meeting at 2 p.m.
Fuller. losliare I "The
email"
"Teehniques of F,d111.31
tomorrow in C.132. Inform" f ion on
Breadth of My Concerns"
March 1.1, 8:00 pan. Campus Lre.
hers"
Vast
credi t enrol I merit may he obi ai
reh. 19. 9:393.111."11dens on Art
"Your World of
tore
Nlareh 30, 7:30 p.m. San 40.49 from Dr. Donald G. Newman, asand Architecture" Mont2000 A.D."
Mk‘ Auditorium, Commun- sociate professor of industrial engomery Theater
March 15, 2:30 p.m. Workshop
ity Lecture, "San Jew. To- gineering and engineering extenFelt. 25, 8:90 p.m. Dixislon of Enwit h Fuller, Lector.. IV
sion coordinator.
morrow in Fuller’s Vision"
gineering Open limme Lec"Optimum Utilization of
Fuller will also give a series of
With the exception of Feb. 19 public and special leeturce. He will
ture "The Impact. of TechMan’s Resources."
and March 30 all lectures will be hold office hours every Monday
nolocs on Society"
Nlarrh 22, 2:30 p.m. Workshop
held in Morris Daily Auditorium. between 9:30 a.m. to noon arid 1:30
March 1, 2:30 p.m. Vk orkshop
with Iruller, Lecture V "Op3:710 p.m.

’Bucky’
To Teach
Workshop

Fuller Schedules Events

GEODESIC DOMEA 39 -foot -diameter dome
invented by R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS’ ifrst
scholar -in -residence, is located on Seventh

Street. It will serve AS headquarters for the
70 -year-old architect, poet, author and mathsmatician.

Pi Lambda Theta
Meets Thursday

Monday, February 14, 1968

28SPARTAN DAMP

Frustration and Exhaustion

Pi Lambda Theta, national honorary and professional organization for women in education will
meet Thursday at the home of
Charlene Marron, 1689 Santa Barbara Drive, San Jose.
reg line worker let in four or five
All prospective members are inof his buddies through the "exit vited, Mrs. Shirley Doley, publicity
only" door.
chairman, said. A guest speaker
IBM BLUES
will be present, and refreshments
Squabbling at the door to the will be served.
men’s gym with the door guard, a
friurtic coed attempted to explain
that she really did have a "number
one" card ancl if she didn’t get
SJS Circle K Club presented a
into a certain class she had "no
junior-size wheelchair to Santa
chance of graduating in June."
The barbarity of the. registration Clara County Hospital last week
system showed itself when the stu- for the pediatrics waal, according
dent who waited at the head of to Bob Stephens, Circle K presithe line to pick up his packet from dent.
The service organization is spon4:30 a.m. to 8:45 a.m. suddenly
discovered that 150 students had sored by the downtown Kiwanis
Club.
cut In front of him.
TYPICAL DAY
Finally the exhau.stion caused
TRAINING SESSION
by too little sleep, too much coffee
The second training session for
standing
too
much
doughnuts,
and
Spartacamp coturselors will be held
up and too much bureaucratic in the Faculty Cafeteria Thursnon -understanding was written on day, Feb. 24, at 7 p.m. All cowlthe faces of those damned souls selors should attend.
who had to fight the Orwellian
Following the coun.selors’ sesmobs at 3:30 Friday afternoon.
sion, the Spartacamp Committee
It was a typical registration
will discuss the evening’s bu.siness.
-

Registration Chaotic As Usual
By ROGER ALLEN
Amid mueh gnashing of teeth,
kicking of shins and perspiring of
bodies another registration staggered to a close Friday afternoon.
Students at the semesterly crush
firovided excellent examples of a
wide variety of hwnan emoUons
and reactions, including barbarity,
anger, frustration, fear, humor and
exhaustion.
The confused frestunan sweatily

laboring over a study list he had
to totally revamp because of a
cancelled or closed English lA
section presented a graphic picture of frustration and fear. One
could not but wonder at his fate,
as he crouched in a corner of the
PER building with eyes dazedly
fixed on the schedule of classes
while people dashed madly about
him trying to solve their own
problem.s.

COMing:

The sight of a petite five-foot
blonde heedlessly elbowing aside a
gigantic hulldng athlete to claim
the last remaining seat in the last
remaining section of history 17B
typified the inherent humor and
absurdity of SJS’ archaic registration system.
A group of students angrily muttered black phrases over the unfairnes.s of the pre-registration system, while just down the hall a

February 16 and 17, 1966

HUGHES announces
campus interviews for
Electronics Engineers and
Physicists receiving
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. degrees.

Administration Hires 30
New Faculty Members

Contact your Placement Office
immediately to arrange an
interview appointment.
Or write: Mr. A. J. Simone
Hughes Field Service & Support
P.O. Box 90515
Los Angeles, California 90009

While new students were participating in orientation last week.
30 new faculty members hired for
the spring semester, including nine
SJS graduates, were also acquainting themselves with the campus.
New faculty members in the
Business Division include Robert
H. Breinholt, Warren B. Enos,
1956 SJS graduate, Gerald H.
Stoner, Dr. Roger K. Summit and
Ray H. Wood.
Mrs. Mildred V. Chatton, who
recently served as librarian at San
Jose High School’, is the only
faculty addition in the Education
Division.
The Engineering Division has
added Buckminster Fuller and
Dana D. Lesher to their staff.
Eight instructors have been added to the Humanities and Arts

Creating a new world with electronics

1

HUGHES

Circle K Club

1
1
1

HUGHES

AIRCRAI-T COMPANY
v. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
An equal opportunity employer.

Division. They include Roderick
F. Gaudin, 1965 SJS graduate,
Stephen A, Hoenack, John McNamara. Dr. Myra M. Milburn,
Stephen M. Ngin, Dr. Peter G.
Pau’he, Mrs. Dorothy Y. Thomas,
who received an M.A. at SJS in
1965, and Richard Van Der Beets,
1959 SJS graduate.
The Sciences and Applied Arts
Division recorded the largest number of faculty additions. The fourteen new members are! Robert L.
Allen, Joseph S. Azzarello, Neely
H. Boatick, Jerry R. Lynn, Delmar
Gill:ham. titan A. Guraydin, 1962
&TS graduate, James N. Harrah,
Arthur E. Knopf, 1958 SJS graduate, Jerry R. Lynn, David J.
Perry, Dr. Christopher A. Riegel,
Steven B. Rupp, 1963 SJS graduate, Roger N. Samdahl and Marvin L. Weber, 1965 SJS graduate.

’Two SJS Grads
In Special Protect
Twu SJS graduates, now serving
with the Peace Corps, are involved
in a nursery school project in Turkey.
Sherry Brotuner, a 1964 SJS
graduate, organized the nursery
school program in Ankara. capital
of Turkey. She will complete her
two years of service in August.
Melissa Stewart, another SJS
graduate, was one of the first
nursery school teaching volunteers.
She served as a teacher from
1963-65 anti has now extended her
service for a year to assist ha the
administration and supervision of
the program.
Peace Corps will resume training in June for the nursery school
project. It is seeking teachers with
experience or training in kindergarten through third grade. Volunteers will be in charge of clemonstration nursery schools in girLs’
hertitutes, similar to girLs’ vocational high schools.
Nursery schools in Turkish giris’
institutes were first started in the

I BEAU TIES 1
MARRIAGES
Kathleen E. Schell, Riverside
College graduate and Gamma Nu
sorority member from Riverside,
was married Jan. 29 to Richard
J. Low, senior advertising major
from Riverskle and Delta Sigma
Phi member.
Karen Walker, SJS senior advertising major from Richmond,
became the bride of Donald Todoroff on Jan. 29. Todoroff is
an SJS graduate from Walnut
Creek.

Band-Aides
Coeds ;tre wged to attend tryouts for the I3and-Aides, a dance
group vvith the SJS Marching
Band, Feb. 17 at 4:30 p.m. in
PER 128 and Feb. 18 at 3:30 p.m.,
according to 1965 Homecoming
Queen Betty Lou Mathes, co-leader of the group.
Interested students are asked to
wear bermuda shorts, tennis shoes
and tucked-in blouses. No previous
dance experience is neces.sary.

of 1963 I.)) Peace Corps volunteers to give practical experience
to institute girls specializing in
child care.
Volunteers will work with child
care teachers in classes in addition
to maintaining the nursery school
a.s a model and student teaching
opportunity for child care students.
Peace Corps volunteers will be
exposing Turkish teachers and
students to modern concepts of
nursery school teaching, child development and psychology, and
recreation.
Interested person.s meeting requirements should write to the
Peace Corps, Washington, D.C.,
20525, or pick up an application
and arrange to take the Peace
Corps placement test at the local
post office.

Signups Slated
For Spartacamp
Signups for persons interested in
attending the annual Spartacamp
at Asilomar wW be taken Monday,
Feb. 28, through Friday, March
4, according to Bob Pitcher, Spa,
tacarnp director.
Signup sheets will be available
in front of Spartan Bookstore and
Ca f et eria.
Cost of the "think" weekend,
March 19 and 20, is $12 per person. The price includes transportation, meals and lodging.
Interested students should sign
up a.s soon as possible. Spartacamp
enrollment is limited to 300.
Richard Buckminster Fuller,
famed engineer and SJS’ first Distinguished Scholar in Residence,
Ls a scheduled guest at the camp.
’’Spartacamp is designed to
make students aware of the problems and issues which are of importance to themselves, their college and their society," Pitcher
said.
"Who Ant I?" is the theme of
this year’s Spartacamp, a yearly
event which began 13 years ago
with an enrollment of 60.
During the event, campers and
trained student counselors participate in discussion groups and various extra-ctuTicular activities.
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USED
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AT BOTH

134 E. San Fernando

CAL BOOK

10th & San Carlos

LOCATIONS
Save 25% on used books at Cal Book. A complete selection of new and used books are in
stock at Cal Book Store, 134 E. San Fernando,
and at the Cal Book Annex at 10th & San Carlos
Streets.

FULL REFUNDS ON BOOKS
UNTIL FRIDAY, MARCH 4th
WITH REGISTER RECEIPT

Shop and save at Cal Book for all your school
needs. We have art supplies, engineering supplies, paperbacks, and everything else you will
need this semester. Buy and save at either Cal
Book store.

OPEN 8 a.m. until 9 p.m., Mon. thru Thum
8 a.m. until 6 p.m., Fridays
9 a.m. until 5:30 p.m., Saturdays

.

March 3 Concert

_

Audubon Society To Present Film

Shearing To Perform
At First Pop Series
The spring Washington Square
Pop Series debuts Thursday. March
3, when the George Shearing Quintet comes to the SJS campus.
Shearing’s eoncert is scheduled
for Motris Daily Auditorium at
8:15 p.m. Admission is $1.50 for
students, $2.50 general.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Student Affairs Business Office,
Building R. Tickets will also be
available at the (1001’ the night
of performance.
Shearing is universally recognized by jazz fans, critics and
musicians as a major composerarranger in the jazz field. His
"Lullaby of Birdland" has been
recorded or performed by almost
every contemporary jazz star in
many styles.
I
Folk singer Theodore Bikel will
close out the series on Thursday,
May 5.
Bikel, in addition to his folk
singing is noted as an actor, guitarist, author, linguist, lecturer
and raconteur.
His performance will be held in
the IMen’s Gyin

IIPANTATI DAMIN4.1

Monday, February 14 141%

consers.flion tiaough appreclaThe Santa CI.Lra Valley Audo
lion Society and the National Au- 11011 and under.t.irslit* a the
woo., of nature. The student body
dubon Society will show u
and the community are invited.
"ESS.MICe of Life," by Dr. G Clifsingle showing is
Admission for
ford Curl, tonight at 8 in Morris $1 fur ihe conununity, 50 cents
for students and 25 cents for chilDailey Auditorium.
The spealcers are invited by the ldren under 12 aerompanissl by an
society to help further the cause: adult.

YOU GET
25% OFF

RUSSIAN CHOIRThe Defense Language Institute West Coast
Russian Choir will appear at SJS May 12. The program will
feature the Russian music in that country’s native tongue.

the

price

ON USED BOOKS

Choir To Perform
On Campus in May
’Die Defense Lanw,titige Institute
West C’otist Russian Choir vvill
appear at SJS on Thursday. May
12, under the auspices of the SJS
Russian Club and the Spartan Pro.
grams Committee.
The choir will perform In Concert Hall.
The program will feature the
Russian mu.sic in that country’s
ruitive tongue. The choir is directed
!!N
v!!!:!).!!!

regular

at

cpartatt geokitoe

The ch.!’
cuinposed et students end servicemen with no
!Slavic background who have had
no contact with the Russian language prior to their assignment ,
to the Monterey Institute.
, Although the students’ Russian I
! work has a basic military application, a deeper insight into the
!history and cultural traditions of
Russia and the Russian people !

"Right oft Campus"

ga6

Organ Ensemble To Present Concert
SERIES DEBUTSThe Spring Washington Square Pop Series
debuts on March 3 when the George Shearing Quintet comes
to SJS campus. Jazz buffs recognize Shearing as a major composer-arranger.

SJS Graduate Farrell
Wins Journalism Award
SJS graduate Harry G, Farrell,
political v.riter for a local daily
newspaper, hats received the California Newspaper and Publisher
Award for the best series of articies in the public interest.
Farrell’s 12-part series, "Dollar

Sign Politics," included a detailed
kxik at political involvement in
California’s bank and savings and
loan industly. The articles, which
were the result of two years’ wcrrk
by Farrell, produced several pieces
of legislation aimed at tightening
control over banic and savings and
loan charter issuance.
Farrell was warded for writing
the best "series of articles reflecting thorougl’il aetUrate investigation and interpretation of a situSJS library received copies of ation which in the public interest,
a book on the history of the typo- called for a presentation of facts,
graphical union last week from analysis, clarification or exposure."
the San Jose Local 231 of the International Typographical Union.
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS
The volume, "A Study of the
Fourteen companies will hold
History of the international Ty- job placement interviews during
pographical Union," was written this week in the Placement Cenby international officers of the ter, ADM234.
113 -year-old union on the union’s
Majors in engineering, math,
history. Local 231 paid for the accounting, physics, biology and
copies thmugh its community ser- business may sign up now in the
center for this week’s interviews.
vice and education program.
Other recipients of the volumes
More than 250 companies and
were the libraries of San Jose City government agencies will interCollege, Santa Clara University, view in the Placement Center durWest Valley College and San Jose ing the spring semester. Additional
City and Santa Clara City Library information may be obtained in the
Placement Center.
Systems.

Union Donates
History Books

The Wolfgang von Karajan Ensemble will appear under the auspices of the ASB sponsored "Invitation to the Arts" series on Tuesday, Feb. 22.
All performances in the Arts
series
be held in Conceit Hall
at 8:15 p.m. There is no charge
for faculty and students, but an
admission of $1.50 will be charged
non-members of the college community.
The ensemble, paying its first
visit to the United States following a score of succes.sful European
concerts, will perfoim on three
Baroque pipe organs.
The organs, made for von Karajan by the Walcker Organ Company of Germany, are insured for
one million dollars. They are reputed to be authentic reproductions of the organ used by Bach
in the creation of his orga,n mastrepieces.
The final "Invitation to the
Arts" concert will be held Friday, March 18.

Professor Retires
Dr. Gines
SJS professor of foreign language, will travel
to Spain to devote time to writing
following his retirement at the
end of the fall semester.
Dr, Maiques’ students in his
afternoon Spanish language class
presented him with a plaque bearing an inscription of appreciation
in Spanish for his efforts in teaching them.
A native of Valencia, Spain,
Maiques has taught at SJS for
.ix yeat.

FIRST VISITThe Wolfgang von Karajan Ensemble, which will
appear in Concert Hall Feb. 22, is paying its first visit to the
United States after a series of successful tours of Europe. The
Ensemble will perform on three Baroque pipe organs.

... you can place a Spartan Daily
classified ad any Monday thru Friday, 10:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. So crawl on over to J 206 for some fast
results.

For the guy who’d rather drive than fly : Chevelle SS 396

LET US HELP YOU
.......

LOOK AND FEEL YOUR BEST
THIS SPRING
So come see us now
*
*
*
*
*
*

n

N,

Sun Room
Locker Service
Steam Bath
Modern Equipment
Personal Instruction
$3.00 Per Month Discount to
Students

rherelie SS 398 Sport Coupe with Body ha
Fisher, seal belts front and rear, one of eiyht
features now standard for pour added safety.

TYNYT
THE CHEVROLET
WAY

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
9th & Santa Clara

-

295-9910

This is about a Chevellea very special onewith a
bulging hood. a black grille and red stripe nylon tires.
Start it up and you’ve tuned in on 396 cubic inches of
Turbo-Jet VS.
Get it moving and suddenly you’re a driver again. With
gears to shift. A clutch to work. Even a set of gauges to
read, if specified.
Now take a curve, surrounded by a machine that
delights in crooked roads.
This. you see, is an
CHEVROLJET
SS 396. A Chevelle, yes. ,
But what a Chevelle.

All kinds or cars all In one place ... at your Chevrolet dealer’s CHEVROLET CHEVELLE

CHEVY U CORVAIR

CORVETTE
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Club Offers Flying
By LAWRENCE COY
Have you ever experienced the
sensation of leaving your stomach !
about 600 feet above you as your
single-engined airplane slides backwards in a falling kat?
Not many have but the inembers of the SJS Flying Twentyn
Club have not only the ability,
but the means, to fly to their
heart’s content.
The Flying ’INventy Club was

formed in 1939 by nine enthusiastic
fliers at SJS. Its purpose was
to offer low. cost flying to aviationl
minded students, and this characteristic has remained as one of
the club’s most attractive aspects.
Plane rental runs $5 to $7.50 per
hour, depending on the plane. This
includes fuel, maintenance, and
even insurance.
One unusual thing about the
club is that it is incorporated.
In 1948 the club became a legally

Get Your:oak List

FREE
and then receive
Faster Service
af

cpartatt gookstore
"Right on Campus"

ATTENTION MEN UNDER 25
Sentry Insurance offers
15% discount to safe drivers
By completing a simple twenty -minute questionnaire,
you may save up to $50 .
inaybe more . . on Sentry
auto insurance. And this is in addition to Sentry’s 15%
diACOUnt for Driver Training! Register now for the Sentry
Preferred Youthful Driver Exam. Call or drop a card to
ine today.
Sunnyvole-Cupertina
San Jose
G. A. MONTGOMERY. JR.
GENE GILMAN
1265 Lime Dr. Sunnyvale
3725 Pruneridee Aws., Sante Claire
739 2735
241-2235
Son Jose -Los Gatos
San Jose
FRAN STRAND
WALT SICKL02014M
17204 La Rinconada, Los Gatos
3128 Zion Lane, San Jose
258-2295
356.4282
Look. owl
or roe

SENTRY.

INSURANCE

Hardware Mutuals

Sentry Lde

corporate(’ business, run completely by the members.
Gerald S. Shreve, assistant prolessor of aeronautics and faculty
advisor to the club, says that "one
of the maJor advantages of the
club is the experiences of run ing a business. The club is a
business and the membera not only
fly, but learn to handle accounting.
billing procedures and so on."
ADVANTAGE OFFERED
The outstanding advantage the
club offers is flying. The club
owns three planes, a Cessna 170
four-seater and two Cessna 140
two-seaters. These craft are
equipped with all the directional
equipment and other paraphernalia
that is needed for safe flying. The
planes are hangared at Reid’s Hill view airport, several miles from
the campus. Members and their
guests may use a plane almost
any time they wish.
In many cases, the cost of renting a plane is prohibitive to students. But the reasonable rates
offered hy the club allow members to fly as much as they desire.
Another aspect of the club is
that members may take a plane
for pitr almost anywhere. Members
have flown club planes to the
New York World’s Fair, and even
five or six trips to Mexico. The
only limitation is that the plane
must be flown a certain minimum
of hours.
AIPPRECIATES OPPORTUNITY
Ron Watson, senior business
major and club member, has been
in the club for a year. After learning to fly several years ago. he
appreciates the opportunity to fly
as often as he wants. "The club
has given me the chance to fly.
Before I joined, I only flew occasionally. This didn’t give me much
of a chance to practice landim.,
etc., as much as I should have.
Now I fly as often as I vvant to,
and I love it."
The club also offers interested
persons the optortunity to qualify
for a license. Dr. Millburn Wright,
Dean of the Business Division, got
his private pilot’s license last summer through the club. Although
the club does not supply instructors, it does recommend them. The
average charge is $4 per hour of
,o.truction.

Women’s Athletics
Advances at SJS
Today’s active, physically fit coeds have nothing on the
...sing ladies at San Jose State Normal School in 1890. Women’s
,dlysical education wa.s required at SJS then too, and 500 girls
!niggled through registration lines to get into the one course
,Ifered : "physical culture."
Nannie C. Gilday, a reading instructor, taught the course.
which was described as follows:
"The work in physical culture is made thoroughly practical
in the Junior year. Much attention is given to correct walking,
poising, sitting, standing, bowing, and general bearing. Vigorous
exercises are given with light apparatus; such as: dumb-bells.
wands, poles, etc. for developing strength and endurance. and
for acquiring promptness. accuracy, and quietness of movement. This first women’s PE course was coupled with instruction
in military drill.
Beginning in 1895 a new course in outdoor exercise was
conducted during the recess periods. The girls formed on the
parade ground in semi-military divisions, according to their
-physical development," and instructed by advanced students.
Light arid heavy gymnastics were taught, in order to promote
the student’s "syrnetrical development."
In 1904 the emphasis was on light gymnastics, Swedish
gymnastics, and games.
In 1908 a women’s intramural basketball program was begun, and an SJS team beat Chico State Normal, College of the
Pacific, Stanford, University of Nevada, Mountain View High
School and Campbell High School.
Black gym suits were required in 1915, and three general
rnurses were offered: general training, advanced gymnastics,
and advanced folk and aesthetic dancing.
Courses in track and tennis were added in 1918, and in
1921 the Women’s Athletic Assn. tWAA.) wa.s formed. Courses
were added which eruibled the student to teach physical education in elementary schools.
Today the Women’s Physical Education Department, headed
hy Dr. June McCann, offers over 60 courses leading to B.A.
and M.A. degrees. Extensive programs are offered in both ill.
tramural and extramural sports.

Prof. Gunn To Serve
As Education Director
Dr. Henry 51. Gunn, SJS professor of education, will serve as
acting director of the elementary
and secondary education departments of the California Department of Education for the next
sbc months.
Dr. Max Rafferty, state superintendent of education, appointed
Dr. Gunn with approval of the
State Board of Education.
Dr. Gunn’s interim assignment

came after retirement of Helen
Heffernan, director of elementary
education, and Dr. Frank Lindsay,
director of secorxlary education.
He will rejoin the SJS faculty
when a permanent appointment
to the position is made.
Prior to coming to SJS, Dr.
Gunn was superintendent
of schools at Palo Alto, president
of Monmouth College in Oregon
and associate superintendent of
schools in Portland, Ore.

Adviser Explains Switch
To Sparta Life Magazine
By FRANK SWEENEY
"La Torre, the yearbook, really
wasn’t representative of the college because of the tremendous
growth in the last few years,"
Prof. Joe Swan, editorial achiser
to Sparta Life magazine, states.
This is one reason for the changeover from a yearbook to a professional magazine format.
Sparta Life is a large-format
publication with more emphasis
on quality than Lyke, former campus magazine, or La Torre. It is
like magazines such as Life, Look
and The Saturday Evening Post,
Swan said.
"It gives better play to pictures
than its predecessors on campus."
’TOO BIG’
"The college is too big for La
Torre to be a record book, which
is what a yearbook should be,"
Svvan noted. The yearbook was a
tremendous load on the photography staff. Most jobs in photojournalism are with magazines or
newspapers. Photographers could
spend more time on photo-jotu,
nalism with the yearbook elimin-

Dr. Glenn Keitel
Appointed Head
Of Department
Dr. Glenn H. Keitel, associate
professor of electrical engineering,
will serve as chairman of that
department this semester.
SJS President Robert D. Clark
recently announced Dr. Keitel’s
appointment to replace Dr. James
C. Mace, who will return to fulltime teaching.
Dr. Keitel joined the SJS faculty in 1962 to teach graduate
courses in electromagnetic theory.
He is a consultant to Phiko Corp.
and to Stanford Research Institute and an adviser in Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co.’s studies
on space communication systems
and electromagnetic scattering.
Before joining the SJS faculty
he was an engineering specialist
for General Electric Microwave
Laboratory and a department manager for Philco Corp. Two years
ago he did electronics work in the
London branch of the U.S. Office
of Naval Research.

ated, he declared
No one seriously cared about
the yearbook, Swan stated. "Less
than 15 per cent of the students
bought last year’s issue, which
set a sales record of 3,000 copies.
It was becoming increasingly difficult to finance just a campus
photo album and no one complained when it was abolished,"
Swan revealed.
Lyke and La Torre had common
problems. They were eliminated
to establish a new publication to
train magazine journalists.
Lvke and La Torre were not
accredited courses. Journalism majors could not take them for credit in their own major. "We got
most of our staff from the English department," Swan said.
Last year a committee investigated the problem. Jim Noah, college publications manager, was appointed committee chairman. The
committee felt all courses in the
journalism department should be
open to its own majors and set
up the magazine as a laboratory
publication.
LYKE CONVERTED
Actually, Lyke was converted to
the present editorial style last
spring by achiser Lamar Mackay,
professor of journalism.
"Sparta Life is an instructional
lab, not a student publication as
Spartan Daily is," Swan related.
"It is entirely self-supporting with
no subsidy from the ASB."
The staff totals 23 people including editorial and advertising
departments, Prof. Gerson Miller
advises the advertising staff while
Swan advises the editorial side.
"We hope to provide a high level
of magazine journalism instruction and I think the people on
the first staff learned quite a bit,"
Swan related.
Student reaction to the new
magazine is good, Swan said. "You
had to read to appreciate it," he
said. Future issues of Spart,i
Life will feature more photos and
the final issue this year will include senior pictures, the adviser
continued.
"We hope the magazine will sell
well but the primary concern is
that the students working on the
staff receive training. If we can
do this and break even, I’m ham,
the professor smiled.
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Enrollment Objectives

California
States
In Gas Use

Tops
Dean Says Master Plan
Makes Progress at SJS

By SUZANN?: REATHARD
The Master Plan for Higher
Education in California is making
great progress at San Jose State,
according to Dr. Ralph R. Cummings, associate dean of admissions
and records.
"We reached the 60 per cent
upper division and 40 per met
lower division ratio attempted in
the fall semester," Dean Cummirtgs said.
The Master Plan, adopted in
1960 and effected at SJS the
same year, states that each campus of the University of California,
the state colleget and the junior
colleges must strive for excellence
within their own sphere.
The growth of junior colleges
In California from approximately
60 in 1960 to 75 now is attributed
to the Master Plan by Dr. Stanley
C. Benz, dean of students.
The plan calls for the transfer
of 40,000 lower division students
to junior colleges by 1975. Construction of the junior colleges
needed to comply with this revision
must be completed before a new
state college or a university is
built.
To alleviate the over-flow of
lower division students, SJS began
selecting freshmen from the top
one-third of all graduates from
public high schools in California.
in 1965.
Under the Master Plan, greater
tunformity in policy and practices
on probation and dismissal is
urged.
"The new probation and dis-

Spring Semester
Flicks To Begin
With Jayhawkers
"The Jayhawkews," starring Jeff
Chandler and Fess Parker, opens
this semester’s Friday Flick presentations Friday in Morris Dailey
Auditoritun.
The story concerns the pre-Civil
War outlaw group and the struggle between its leader and the
man who wants to capture hint.
Friday Flicks presents a recent
film each Friday throughout the
semester.
Other films scheduled in the
series include "The Carpetbaggers," starring Carroll Baker and
George Peppard on Feb. 25; "The
Visit," starring Anthony Quinn on
March 4; "Something of Value,"
with Sidney Poitier on March 11;
and "One-Eyed Jacks," starring
Marlon Brando on March 18.
"Thirty-Six Hours," "John Goldfarb," "Of Human Bondage," "The
Racers," "Seven Days in May,"
and "Outrage" are also scheduled
for presentation.
"Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte,"
"Donovan’s Reef" and "Becket"
round out the semester’s programs.

qualification regulations put into
effect last Fall were adopted to
standardize the minimum disqualification for students," Dean Benz
replied when a.sked if the new rules
were in conformity with the plan’s
request for uniformity.
The quarter system, under which
students would attend classes all
year around, is not the answer
for handling additional students,
Dean Benz said. "The system
might even cost the state more
money than at present because
the instructional stuff would have
to be hireti on a yearly ba.sis, even

if the students did not create a
reasonable flow of attendance
throughout the year."
Dean Benz said he hopes a financial policy will never be adopted to curtail enrollment. "Students
should not be penalized because
they are short of money."
Both Dean Cummings and Dean
Benz stated the Master Plan is
being followed successfully at SJS.
"The only trouble is the limitation
of students the state places on
us," Dean Benz. said. "Otu- problem is deciding how many students
will be admitted on each level."

Mr-

IOWA STRING QUARTET
The Final Concert in this year’s "Invitation to the Arts" series
will be presented Friday, March 18, in Concert Hall by the
Iowa String Quartet. Formed in 1958, the resident quartet of
the University of Iowa has a background in solo concerts, chamber
music, and concert tours.

Jazzman Cal Tjader
Follows Own Pattern
NEW YORK (UPDCal Tjader
has been building up a large following because he refuses to follow any set patterns in dispen.sing
his kind of jazz.
Although Tjader plays many
musical instruments he has, in recent years, stuck to the vibes and
has succeeded in giving depth in
tone and scope to this percussion
piece.
On "Soul Bird: Wiffenpoof"
(Verve V/V6-8626), Tjader shows
a combination of musician.ship and
imagination that puts flavor into
every selection.
"High High the Moon" is a
clever arrangement that works
-Tea for Two" into the geore as
though it had been written there,
just as Sidney Bechet was able
to blend Verdi’s "Miserere" with
Gershwin’s "Sturneertime."
Like Cal Tjader. Sonny Rollins
is another giant of jazzdom whose

APPLIED RESEARCH
LABORATORIES. INC.

imagination seem.s unlimited. On
"The Standard Sonny Rollins"
(RCA Victor LSP-3355), this fine
saxophonist weaves fine embroidery from such patterns as "It
Could Happen to You" and "Night
and Day."
The selections in this Rollins
LP are familiar ones but Rollins
comes forth with some unexpected
surprises on first listening that
encourage many spinnings.
Selected Singles--"Hold On" by
The Four More (Dee Gee 3013),
"The Boogaloo Party" by the Flamingos (Philips 40347), "Maleguena" by Roy Clark (Capitol
5565), "You Make It Move" by
Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick &
Tich (Fontana F-1537), "At the
Scene" by the Dave Clark Five
(Epic 5-9882), "Baby Cakes" by
Quincy Jones (Mercury 72533).
LP’s of the WeekMono: "The
World of Charles Aznavour’’ (Reprise 6193). Here is a concert given
by the French -Armenian singer
at Hollywood’s Huntington Hartford Theater. The 16 songs have
a love theme. Stereo: "Baladas"
by Chucho Avellanet (United Artists UAS 6460).

NEW YORK (UPI )---Motorists
in California use more gasoline
than any other state in the Union,
6.9 billion gallons a year.
Latest figures compiled by the
American Petroleum Institute
show the Golden State is followed
in consumption by New York,
Texas, Illinois and Ohio.
The survey also showed that the
smallest consumers of gastIline
were Alaska, Vermont, Wyoming
and Delaware.
CAL TOPS
The report showed that California, as the top consumer, also
had the largest number of service
stations, 17,545. Texas, New York
and Pennsylvania followed in that
order. Alaska had only 104 gasoline station.s. Hawaii, 442; Vermont, 548; and Nevada 555.
These figines were used in a new
study showing how the nation’s
211.000 retail dealers are competing fiercely for their shares of the
67 billion gallons of gasoline sold
annually in the United States.
The study, conducted by Harold
M. Fleming, showed that tut average of 29 ga.soline brands are
competing in every state of the
continental United States. The
smallest number of brands offered
in any state was 14; the most 47.

Manelny Fehruery 14 1488

Cybernation and Man Course
Studies Affects of Mechanization
Rs I 1111 CROSBY
Who v. i
...al, man or machine?
This question Is being asked
mom now than at any time before,
by more people who may someday
be directly affected or replaced in
their jobs by a machine.
This question. together will,
many theories, ideas, and plans,
presented at SJS in the only elw
of its kind known In the count’ \
"Cyhernation and Man," accordir,
to Dr. Ralph Parkman, proles,
of material sciences and cote
daily at Dr. Parkman’s office fro,
instructor. Many letters arri
colleges and universities, expre,
ing their interest In the effectix.
ness of the class. requesting in
formation, and telling of the vasi
need for such a course. Recently,
a federal grant has been requested
to furnish funds to send tapes and
helpful information to other etillcational facilities in the country,
Dr. Parkman said.

bernated and automated firms and
small-group discussion seminars.
The many concepts within the
new sciences of cybernetics, computers. and systems provide the
foundation for new ideas to deal
with the MajOr problems of a
Wien& r

HAWAII SUMMER

Offers Professional Opportunities in Instrument

SESSION FORMS

Systems for Materials Analysis

AVAILABLE

* "Essential Activity" for Selective Service Purposet

Certificate forms for enrollment at the 1966 University
of Hawaii Summer Session
may he obtained on this campus from Mrs. John T. Edwards. Her telephone number
is 293-8142, and her address
is 171 So. Ilth.

* Both Civilian and Military Applications
Technically

Oriented Management

Challenging Assignments

1
a

Opportunity for Professional Growth
Company -supported Advanced Education
Profit

Sharing

* Other Excellent Benefits
DEGREES. BS, & MS in EE ME & Applied Physics:
and MBA with any of the foregoing
Register with Your College Placement Office Now

for

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, February 16, 1966
or You may write us direcf of . . .
Applied Research Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 1710, Glendale, California 91209
Attention: C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director

Special tour rates for students
are offered in a 57-day
Howard Tour program for
only B549, plus $10 tax. This
price includes roundtrip
United Air Lines jet travel
between the West Coast and
Hawaii, 56 nights or residence
accommodations in Hawaii,
plus a most diversified and
extensive itinerary of dinners,
parties, shows, cruses, sightseeing events, beach activities,
cultural functions, and other
tour services. Full details are
available through Mrs. Edwards.

wrote in 1964 cyber etics
". . . render unto Man the things
which are Man’s and unto the
computer the things which are
the computer’s . . . What we now
need is tut independent study of
systems involving both human and
..shanical elements

SUPPLIES
BOOKS
Get them "Right on Campus"

cpartatt Sookitore

FOUNDER DEFINES
Cybernation, as interpreted hy AM.
its founder, Norbert Wiener, "provides language and techniques
which permit attacking problems
of control and communication involving messages between man and
machine, machine and man, maFLEMING REPORTS
chines and machines, and within
Fleming, who published his report in the recent book, "Gaso- man." The study of cybernation
line Prices and Competition," said attempts to prepare individals for
price wars frequently contiibute a more complete understanding in
to the problems of the service sta- the area of complex relationships
tion, the majority of which are between advancing technology and
owned by independent business- the social. behavioral. biological
and bu.einess, sciences.
S:v.
men.
The study showed that competiFIRST OFFERED
tion in the service station field was
"Cybernation and Man" was first
PREMIUM
"rough, tough, and hazardous," offered at SJS during the spring
Fleming said.
196.5 semester as a non-credit
CORONET
experimental course, taken by
FROMM INTERVIEWS
forty interested upper division stuInterviews for the seven Fresh- dents. Next semester the class will
man Camp Committee positions be offered to upper divsion sudents
vvill take place Friday between 2 for a credited 3 units towards
2/ E7’
and 5 p.m in the Student Union. general education requirements.
Applicants must have been a The course is listed under the
former camper or a Freshman division of engineering, and en292-3567
lee, ures.
classroom
counselor and must sign up for compasses
I guest speakers, field trii, tr. ,,
the interview before Friday.

ARMSTRONG TIRES
Grip the Road to
Stop Deadly Skids
750-14 white side wall
Coronet

Reg. 43.35 / Sale 25.49

Miracle

Reg. 33.30 / Sale 19.95

Rhino

Reg. 23.65 / Sale 10.19
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Engineers and Scientists:
Let’s talk about a career at Boeing...
50 -year leader in aerospace technology
Campus Interviews, Monday and Tuesday, February 28 and March 1
The most effective way to evaluate a company in terms of its potential for dynamic
career growth is to examine its past rec.
ord, its current status, and its prospects
and planning for the future, together with
the professional climate it offers for the
development of your individual capabilities.
Boeing, which in 1966 completes 50 years
of unmatched aircraft innovation and production. offers you career opportunities as
diverse as its extensive and varied backlog. Whether your interests lie in the field
ot commercial jet airliners of the future or
in space -flight technology, you can find at
Boeing an opening which combines professional challenge and long-range stability.
The men of Boeing are today pioneering
evolutionary advances in both civilian and
military aircraft, as well as in space pro.
grams of such historic importance es
America’s first moon landing. Missiles,
space vehicles. gas turbine engines, transport helicopters, marine vehicles and basic
research are other areas of Boeing activity.
There s a spot where your talents can
mature and grow at Boeing, in research,
design. test. manufacturing or administra
tion The company’s position 3S world
leader in let transportation provides a
measure of the calibre of peuple with
whom you would work. In addition, Boeing
people work in small groups, where initia.
tive and ability get maximum exposure.
Boeing encourages participation in the
company -paid Graduate Study Program at
leading colleges and universities near
company installations.
We re looking torward to meeting engineering. mathematics and science seniors
and graduate students during our visit to
your campus. Make an appointment now
at your placement office. Boeing is an
equal opportunity employer.

32 Years of Leadership in Specfrochemistry
Subsidiary of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
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(II Boeing’s new short-range 737 ietliner 121
Variable -sweep wing design for the nation’s
firit supersonic colornercial let transport
131 NASA’s Saturn V laulich vehicle will power
orbital and deep-space flights 141 Model of
Lunar Orbiter Boeing is building for NASA
(51 Boeing-Vertol 107 transport helicopter
shown with Boeing 707 jetliner
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Photo Publication
Reveals Amateur
Figures for 1964

Dr. Henry Kissinger To Open
ASB Spring Lecture Series
Dr. Henry Kissinger, one of the
nation’s hest -known political scientists, will open the ASB Spring
Lecture Series on Thursday, March
10, with a talk on "Foreign Policy in a Nuclear Age."
All forums *will be held at 10:30
a.m. in Concert Hall. Them is no
admission charge.
Dr. Kissinger’s scheduled topic

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and Ilth

parallels has book, "Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy."
Simon Booker, Washington Bureau Chief for America’s largest
circulation Negro magazines, including Ebony, Tan, Jet and Negro Digest, will speak on "Black
Man’s America" on March 17.
Erick Fronun, well-known author and lecturer in the field of
psychoanalysis, will talk on ’The
Obstacles of Love" on April 17.
"The Strategy and Tactics of
the Communists in Southeast
Asia" is the scheduled topic of the
Honorable Tian Van Dink, Washington correspondent for the Sal-

Graduating
Engineers and
Scientists

gon Post in Viet Nam, on April 28.
Dink is former acting amba-ssador of Viet Nam to the United
States.
Earl Ube11, science editor of
the New. York Herald ’Tribune, will
close out the forum series with a
discussion of the question, "Wlll
Science Destroy Society?"
Ube11, who will speak on May 5,
is president of the Council for Advancement of Science Writing and
vice president of the Nuclear
Energy Writers Association.

Direct Heirs Sought
For Late Woman’s
$200,000 Estate
A Sacramento probate researcher is looking for the heirs of a
former SJS coed vto died recently in Los Angeles at the age of 96.
Mary Snyder, who received a
degree in education at the old
San Jose Normal School, left an
estate of $200,000. Her direct heirs
are unknown.
Researcher Sheldon Ftrandenburger said her heirs would be
children of Miss Snyder’s brother.
Charles, or children of her father’s
twin brothel., Andrevi: Snyder.
Charles died sometime after
1912 and a sister, Gertnide, died
In a fire in Hollister about 11383.
Andrew Snyder’s child’. e n,
Charles and Gertrude, vvere horn
in 1870 and 1871 and lived in Hollister during that decade.
"Trying to find the heirs to
prove their claims to the $200,000
is like trying to find a needle in
an entire field of haystacks," Brandenburger said.

LOCKHEED
MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
will be interviewing on campus February 18.
Contact the Placement Office for your
interview appointment.

The Annual Statistical issue of
Photo Dealer Magazine, the leading trade publication in the photographic field, has come up with
an avalanche of fascinating percentages. dollar values and other
data.
The study wa.s compiled by industry consultant Augu.stu.s Wolfman and is for the year 1964.
(The compilation for 1965 now is
under way but will not be completed until next year.)
According to the current report,
amateur photographers took a
total of 2.65 billion still pictures
in 1964, an increase of 12 per cent
over the presious year. And 52
per cent of these were made in
color, and half of these were
transparencies.
Only one per cent of amateur
eine film users now use black
and white film.
Women now predominate the
amateur picture taking field, 55
per cent for the distaff side. For
the teen-age set, the girls predominate by a whopping 83.9 per
cent among the camera owners.
Children. pets and family group,s
remain the favmite subjects of
amateur photographers and account for mom than 60 per rent
of all amateur pictures taken, according to the report.
MAJOR HOBBY
Photography is a major hobby
for an estimated 2.5 million Americans. An interesting sidelight on
this is the average amount of
money invested in equipment by
the seriou.s, more advanced hobbyist: $1,167. He uses 47.6 rolLs of
film a year compared to the national average of 4 to 5 rolls.
The average photo hobbyist
spends fall a year on photography: 29 per cent of these osvn
two cameras and 22 per cent have
three cameras.
It was estimated that there were
6.5 million 8mrn movie cameras
in u.se in 1964, and 44 million still
cameras.
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AFT To Meet Thursday
To Discuss Recommendation
The SJS American Federadon of
Teachers executive committee will
meet with its general membership
of 200 Thursday to make a recommendation on collective bargaining.
This is part of an immediate
drive for the 7,000 full-time faculty
members and the Board of Trustetss of the California State College
System.
Dr. John Sperling, SJS humanities department and local chapter
president. said he is alarmed at
"rapidly deteriorating conditions in
the state colleges."
Meeting this week also will be
the AFT general bodies on 10
other state college campuses.

’’It
signal the end of their
tem if it is to be saved from utter
collapse as a reputable institution irresponsible administration of
higher education in California. The
of higher learning."
Coordinating Council on Higher
’SCANDALOUS POLICIES’
Education, the legislature, and the
Dr. Sperling predicted that if governor will have no choice but to
the faculty votes Thursday for col- cease their scandalous policies of
lective bargaining, "We can expect
of Calian inunediate reaction from the favoring the University
educational and political establish- fornia and starving the state
ments.
colleges."

FACULTY ORGANIZATION
Dr. Sperling said that the College Council of the California Federation of Teachers has urged its
11 affiliated locals to endorse and
embark upon a state-wide petition
campaign demading a secret ballot election.
"This should determine which,
if any. faculty organisation the
professors want to bargain on their
behalf." he said.
’"This unprecedented action is
being talcen becau.se our local leaders are alarmed at rapidly deteriorating conditions in the state
colleges.
"State college students, most of
whom are from California’s working and middle class families, are
being denied a first-rate education."
AT’TRACT PROFESSORK
Dr. Sperling said that grosslY
inadequate salaties have caused
faculty shortages on all state college campuses.
"We cannot attract highly qualified . professors, . and we cannot
keep those we have," he said.
’"The last straw is the unilateral decision by the trustees
and the Coordinating Couneil for
Higher Education to switch to an
untried quarter calendar."
He said that such a change
would increase teaching loads and
would effectively reduce faculty
PaY
"The trustees’ refusal to consult
its faculty on this crucial matter
eonvinces us that the faculty itself
must step in and demand an equal
voice In the operation of the sys-

($18.00 for 3 months)

S7.00 Per Month Rents Any
Of These New Portables
Then ... should you decide to buy
we apply up to 3 months rent
toward the purchase price

3000
Amazing Portable puts
"LIVE" margins over work...
WHERE YOU SEE THEM!
It’s the new Hermes 3000 Portable with:
Visible margins over work.
New faster easier action with
new key linkage
Touch control
Tab set, individual tob clear,
and all-tab clear
Margin release
Transparent card holders
Visible end-of-page indicator
Carriage locking button
New hushed operation
Easy action segment sh.ft

$129.50

FA C IT
F’ 0 R TA B L E
ideal for home and office
Standard -size keyboard, the
exclusive "mechanical
ory" tabulator, and allmemthe
other features of a "big" typewriter, except wcight, make
the Faeit Portable ideal
for
both home and office.
Sw(11611 Mee?
Robot -tested for 18
yen. of ,crvice

$94.50

NSF Grant
A $13,340 Nat ional Science
Foundation grant will provide an
opportunity for 50 high school
students to attend an SJS biochemistry in.stitute this summer,
according to Dr. Benjamin F.
Naylor, professor of chemistry.
Students who have completed
three yeruN of mathematics, one
year of chemistry and one year
of biology will be eligible for this
program.
Dr. Naylor will be director of
the in.stitute.
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CLASSICH2
by SMITH-CORONV
This broadshouldered portable outpnrforms everything in its
class. It’s handsome, versatile, easygoing ... and built for
extra duty at home and office.

$121.50

1 Year
Guarantee
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